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The World Health Organization (WHO) declared tuberculosis (TB) a global public health emer-
gency in 1993, when an estimated 7–8 million cases and 1.3–1.6 million deaths occurred each 
year [1]. In 2011, there were 8.3–9.0 million cases and 1.3–1.6 million deaths from TB. Despite 
the availability of treatment that can cure over 90% of cases, TB remains the second leading 
cause of death from an infectious disease worldwide after the human immunodeficiency virus 
(HIV), which caused an estimated 1.7 million deaths in 2011 [2]. 

Global targets for reducing the burden of disease caused by TB have been set for 2015. The tar-
get set within the United Nations Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) is that TB incidence 
– the number of new cases of TB arising each year – should be falling by 2015. The Stop TB 
Partnership has set two additional targets, which are to halve rates of TB prevalence and mor-
tality (per 100 000 population) by 2015 compared with 1990. To assess whether these targets are 
reached, and to build a foundation for better measurement of progress in the post-2015 period, 
robust monitoring and evaluation of trends in the burden of TB are essential. 

In 2006, WHO established a Global Task Force on TB Impact Measurement with the following 
mandate:
•	 To produce a robust, rigorous and widely endorsed assessment of whether the 2015 tar-

gets for reducing TB incidence, prevalence and mortality are achieved at global, regional 
and country levels; 

•	 To regularly report on progress towards these targets in the years leading up to 2015; and
•	 To strengthen national capacity in monitoring and evaluation of TB control. 

To fulfill its mandate, the Task Force defined three strategic areas of work for the period 2007–
2015: 

•	 Strengthening routine surveillance. This includes improving data quality, increasing 
the proportion of total TB cases and deaths accounted for by surveillance data, and en-
hancing the collection, management, analysis and use of data, for example through elec-
tronic systems. The ultimate goal (beyond 2015) is direct measurement of TB incidence 
from data on reported (notified) TB cases and direct measurement of TB mortality from 
national systems for registration of deaths (in which all causes of death are accurately 
coded using international classification standards) in all countries. 

Introduction
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•	 National surveys of the prevalence of TB disease. These are strongly recommended in 
a set of 22 global focus countries in Asia and Africa that meet epidemiological and other 
criteria. 

•	 Periodic review of methods used to translate surveillance and survey data into esti-
mates of TB incidence, prevalence and mortality. 

While the MDG target for TB is that incidence should be falling, estimation of TB incidence 
is a major challenge. In theory, it can be measured by following a representative sample of the 
population and counting the number of people that develop TB. In practice, this is not feasible 
because the required sample sizes are so large, the logistics too complicated and the costs too 
high. Estimates of TB incidence published by WHO in 2011 relied on systematic analysis of 
available case notification and programmatic data combined with expert opinion about (i) the 
percentage of estimated TB cases diagnosed but not reported (i.e. under-reporting) and (ii) the 
percentage of estimated cases that are not diagnosed at all [1]. Expert opinion was used because, 
for almost all countries, direct measurements of the levels of under-reporting and under-diag-
nosis are simply not available. 

The lack of direct measurements of under-reporting and under-diagnosis is a problem when 
estimating the number of TB cases because levels of both may be considerable. This is especially 
true in countries in which TB is endemic, where people with symptoms of TB seek care from 
a wide variety of care providers working in the public, private, voluntary or corporate health 
sectors who may be diagnosed outside national TB control programmes (NTPs). Despite the 
public health importance of TB, notification (reporting) of TB cases is not mandatory in all 
countries; and even where notification is mandated by law, enforcement of the law may be weak. 
A further problem is inappropriate TB management practices among care providers that are 
not linked to NTPs [3,4]. Besides under-reporting, TB cases may not be diagnosed at all if there 
are major financial or geographical barriers to accessing health care, or where health-care staff 
fail to recognize the signs and symptoms of TB or take action when people with TB present at 
health-care facilities.

Under-reporting and under-diagnosis of TB mean that the actual burden of TB is uncertain, 
the number of patients who may be receiving substandard care is unknown and that funding 
may not be well targeted to those most in need. However, once the extent of under-reporting 
has been evaluated, strategies can be developed and implemented to improve national surveil-
lance systems and, more broadly, to improve TB prevention, diagnosis and treatment services. 
In countries with a large private sector, one of the most effective ways to increase TB reporting 
and improve standards of care for patients is to engage all care providers, including public, 
private, voluntary and corporate providers. These public–private and public–public mix (PPM) 
approaches aim to align the TB management practices of non-programme care providers with 
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national guidelines and international standards [3,4]. PPM approaches may involve incen-
tive-based schemes, mandatory reporting of cases or reimbursement. 

To help to better measure and address the problem of under-reporting of TB, a priority of the 
WHO’s Global Task Force on TB Impact Measurement in 2011 and 2012 was to develop guid-
ance on the design, implementation and analysis of inventory studies to measure TB under-re-
porting.1 Inventory studies compare the number of TB cases meeting standard case definitions 
in all or in a sample of public and private health facilities with the records of TB cases notified to 
local and national authorities. Comparisons are made through a process called record-linkage, 
in which duplicate and unique records are identified. Depending on existing systems for data 
management, records can be linked either using existing databases or linkage may need to be 
preceded by special efforts (for a limited time period) to collect data on the number of cases di-
agnosed by all health-care providers in the country, or by all health-care providers in a random 
sample of well-defined geographical areas. In certain circumstances, the results from inventory 
studies can be combined with a type of modelling called capture–recapture analysis to estimate 
TB incidence. In the past 10 years, inventory studies combined with capture-recapture analysis 
have been implemented in the Netherlands, the UK, French Guiana, Egypt, Yemen, and Iraq 
[5–10]. Inventory studies can help to plan and implement PPM.

The main purpose of this guide is to describe and explain how to design, implement and 
analyse an inventory study to measure TB under-reporting. The guide also explains how 
to apply capture-recapture methods to estimate TB incidence, emphasizing the conditions that 
must be fulfilled for these methods to be used. It is structured in six chapters:

•	 Chapter 1: An overview of inventory studies – what, why, when and how? This chapter 
explains the main features of an inventory study, why inventory studies are important, 
and how their goal and objectives can be defined. The essential ingredients for an inven-
tory study to be feasible and successful, and the enabling factors that facilitate implemen-
tation, are also discussed. The chapter concludes by highlighting the conditions that must 
be met for capture–recapture methods to be used.  

•	 Chapter 2: Study design. This chapter describes three major study designs for an in-
ventory study. The choice among the three alternatives depends on the objectives of the 
inventory study (explained in Chapter 1), the type of data and databases that are already 
available and the level of effort that can be made to compile the necessary data. The first 
two study designs require sampling of health-care providers and prospective collection of 
data on the number of cases diagnosed by these providers during a limited time period, 
using standard TB case definitions. The choice among the two prospective study designs 
depends on whether the study objective is (i) to quantify the level of under-reporting; or 

1 This work falls under the strategic area of work “strengthening surveillance”.
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(ii) to quantify the level of under-reporting and estimate TB incidence using capture–re-
capture methods. It is worth noting that for both study designs, the prior existence of a 
case-based national TB surveillance database with personal identifiers greatly enhances 
study feasibility. The third study design applies when the objective is to quantify un-
der-reporting and estimate TB incidence; when a national TB surveillance database as 
well as other national case-based databases (e.g. a national health insurance database 
and a comprehensive hospital database) with unique identifiers (e.g. national identity 
number) are available; and when standard TB case definitions are used in these data-
bases. This study design requires retrospective data only and no sampling of health-care 
providers. A fourth study design that remains at the early stages of development and that 
is mostly likely to be relevant in countries with high-performance surveillance systems is 
discussed in an Appendix. 

•	 Chapter 3: Preparing and implementing an inventory study. This chapter describes 
how to prepare and implement an inventory study. This includes the development of a 
study protocol, the composition of the study team and associated job descriptions, field 
activities including mapping of providers, and data collection and management. The 
chapter also discusses ethical considerations.

•	 Chapter 4: Record-linkage. This chapter details how to link records from independent 
databases to identify which of the TB cases identified during the inventory study were 
reported (notified) to the NTP. The use of both deterministic and probabilistic matching 
software is discussed.

•	 Chapter 5: Data analysis and reporting. This chapter describes how to prepare and an-
alyse the data once record-linkage is completed, including how to adjust for the effects of 
sampling design (discussed in Chapter 2).

•	 Chapter 6: Capture–recapture modelling. This chapter describes how to use capture–
recapture analysis to estimate TB incidence, emphasizing the underlying assumptions 
that must be met for these methods to be valid. 

Chapters 1–3 should be accessible to most if not all readers. Parts of Chapter 4 and Chapter 
5, all of Chapter 6 and the appendices related to study design (in Chapter 2) are intended 
primarily for the epidemiologists and statisticians who will need to provide guidance and 
support to the design and analysis of inventory studies. 

This guide is intended for use by NTP managers, researchers including epidemiologists and 
statisticians, and agencies that provide financial and technical support for inventory studies. Its 
aim is to catalyse many more inventory studies worldwide, leading to better measurement of 
the burden of TB disease and, in turn, better TB prevention, diagnosis and treatment services.
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Chapter 1
Inventory 
studies: what, why, 
where and how?
Authors: Emily Bloss, Alex Pavli, Ibrahim 
Abubakar, Katherine Floyd

This chapter explains what the term “inventory 
study” means, why inventory studies in the con-
text of TB are important, where they are relevant, 
and how to define the goal and objectives of an 
inventory study. It highlights the essential ingre-
dients required for inventory studies to be feasible 
and successful, and the enabling factors that make 
them easier to implement. The chapter concludes 
by summarizing the conditions necessary for in-
ventory studies to be used to estimate TB inci-
dence using capture–recapture methods.
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1.1 What is an inventory study?

In the context of TB, an inventory study is a study of the level of under-reporting of TB cases. 
TB inventory studies compare the number of cases meeting standard case definitions recorded 
in all or a sample of public and private health facilities with the records of cases notified to local 
and national authorities. Comparison is done through a process called record-linkage (Chapter 
4). Depending on existing systems for data management, records can be linked either using 
existing databases or may need to be preceded by special efforts (for a limited time period) to 
collect data on the number of cases diagnosed by all health-care providers in the country or by 
all health-care providers in a random sample of well-defined geographical areas. By reviewing 
TB records from multiple sources, the total number of diagnosed cases can be identified (un-
derstanding that some cases will appear in more than one list) and the extent to which they 
have been reported to national surveillance systems can be assessed. Examples of data sources 
are lists in which people suspected of having TB, people who have been diagnosed with TB and 
people who have died from TB are recorded. Lists include registers of case notifications, labora-
tory records and hospital admissions, HIV records and medical prescriptions from pharmacies 
in the public and private sectors. Where existing data sources are not available, study registers 
will need to be introduced in a sample of health-care facilities [1].  

Certain study designs (see Chapter 2) combine the results from an inventory study with cap-
ture-recapture modelling to estimate TB incidence. Capture-recapture methods were originally 
developed to study the size of wildlife populations, but have subsequently been applied in many 
epidemiological, demographic and surveillance studies [2–14]. In the context of TB, capture-re-
capture methods involve cross-matching records from at least three incomplete data sources 
covering the same population to identify the number of cases common to paired lists, and then 
using overlapping information and statistical methods to estimate the number of TB cases not 
identified in any of the lists [7–14].  

In the past 10 years, inventory studies combined with capture-recapture analysis have been 
implemented in countries including the Netherlands [7], the UK [8], French Guiana [9], Egypt 
[10], Iraq [11], South Africa [12, 13], Yemen [14] and Pakistan. 

1.2 Why are inventory studies important 
and where are they relevant?

Surveillance of TB disease and deaths caused by TB is essential for effective TB prevention and 
control. Timely, accurate, and complete recording and reporting of TB cases facilitates patient 
care, public health responses including detection of outbreaks, assessment of risk factors for TB, 
and evaluation of trends in the number and distribution of TB cases. Reliable TB surveillance 
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systems are also needed to develop national strategies and plans, to track and report on progress 
in control efforts including progress towards national or global targets, to develop and seek 
funding for interventions, and to guide policy decisions. For monitoring of trends in the burden 
of disease caused by TB, the ultimate goal is that surveillance data should provide a direct meas-
ure of TB cases and deaths, from notification and vital registration systems respectively [1].

Although the basis for effective TB surveillance already exists – with data collection, manage-
ment and reporting using standard WHO forms as core part of most NTP activities [15] – the 
number of reported cases may be considerably less than the actual number of cases. Lack of 
knowledge about the need or process for reporting cases, limitations in surveillance systems, 
poorly defined diagnostic criteria, missed diagnoses and lack of access to health care such that 
people with TB do not seek care [16] are important reasons why the number of reported cases 
may be less than the true number of TB cases. The consequence of under-reporting is uncertain 
estimates of important indicators such as TB incidence in many parts of the world [17]. For 
most countries, estimates of TB incidence published by WHO in 2011 relied on expert opinion 
about (i) the percentage of estimated TB cases diagnosed but not reported (i.e. under-reporting) 
and (ii) the percentage of estimated cases not diagnosed at all [17]. 

Inventory studies can help to identify (and certify) countries in which TB incidence can already 
be measured directly from surveillance data. In other countries, they can be used to improve es-
timates of TB incidence by quantifying levels of under-reporting. Measuring levels of under-re-
porting can also help to identify ways in which surveillance systems need to be strengthened to 
progress towards the ultimate goal of measuring the number of cases directly from notification 
data (see Box 1.1). 

More broadly, inventory studies provide a solid basis for engaging all health-care providers 
through PPM approaches, by providing a good understanding of the number and share of diag-
nosed cases that are being managed by health-care providers not linked to the NTP. Although 
many countries have scaled up PPM programmes and have begun reporting the contribution 
of care providers outside NTPs to total notifications, a large proportion of non-NTP health-
care providers in high TB burden countries still remain outside PPM programmes and the TB 
cases that they manage do not get reported. If an inventory study shows that a large proportion 
of diagnosed cases go unreported, urgent action is needed to ensure that cases are adequate-
ly reported and that TB care indicators, including treatment outcomes, are monitored. Study 
results can also provide a baseline for later evaluation of PPM and other efforts to strengthen 
TB surveillance. Inventory studies are thus not only a logical first step in implementing PPM 
but can also help to facilitate the progressive engagement of health-care providers and eventual 
inclusion of most if not all relevant health-care providers.
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Box 1.1: Reasons to conduct (or not conduct) an inventory study

You might need to conduct an inventory study if: 

•	 The TB surveillance system is missing a considerable proportion of the TB cases 
that occur each year, and estimates of TB incidence that rely on expert opinion 
to estimate the proportion of cases being missed are very uncertain (for instance, 
this can be the case in countries with a large private sector or with many general 
hospitals that do not routinely report TB); and/or

•	 A large proportion of cases are thought to be diagnosed and treated by health-care 
providers that are not collaborating with the national TB programme (NTP), and 
a better estimate of the number of these cases and of the main care providers out-
side the NTP are needed as a basis for strengthening collaboration with non-NTP 
providers through public-private mix (PPM) approaches; and/or

•	 The country has an excellent surveillance system and clear evidence is needed that 
it captures all (or virtually all) cases, such that reported (notified) cases can be 
used as a direct proxy for TB incidence.

You might not need to conduct an inventory study if:

•	 The TB surveillance system is missing a considerable proportion of the TB cases 
that occur each year, but uncertain estimates of TB incidence based on expert 
opinion are considered satisfactory; and/or

•	 There is a large non-NTP sector where TB cases are being diagnosed and treated, 
but a precise estimate of the number of these cases is not considered necessary or 
can wait until PPM approaches are implemented countrywide and all care provid-
ers treating TB patients are linked to the NTP; and/or

•	 The country has an excellent surveillance system, but it is not considered neces-
sary to demonstrate that no cases or only a negligible number of cases are going 
unreported through a scientific study. 

Other benefits that may arise from inventory studies include enhancements to data quality 
by improving the completeness of registration and using the results of cross-validation across 
multiple data sources, and sustained improvements to the timeliness and quality of reporting 
following study interventions such as training of health-care providers included in the study 
[18]. Compared with other study designs, inventory studies may also have the advantage that 
they can make use of data already being collected, and are cost-effective compared with other 
population-based sampling methods.
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Box 1.2: Inventory and capture-recapture studies in the UK

Surveillance of TB in the UK relies on inventory methods based on matching with other 
data sources, such as the laboratory database, national HIV surveillance and bespoke 
surveys, to assess whether all cases of TB are reported to the national programme. These 
comparisons generally indicate between 5% to 17% under-notification. A detailed audit 
revealed the proportion is closer to 5%, as some cases reported as “failing to match” were 
either present in the Enhanced Tuberculosis Surveillance system with few identifiers or 
related to organisms that should not have been reported. The matching systems have 
been continually improved and now rely on a probabilistic programme (probabilistic 
matching is discussed in detail in Chapter 4). 

Assessments of the completeness of reporting using capture-recapture methods have 
used hospitalization records (health-care administration data), laboratory records and 
death registrations to estimate the records that are not notified to any surveillance sys-
tem. Previous studies using this approach suggested under-notification to the surveil-
lance system of about 15.9% during the period 1999–2002. However, the methods used 
and thus the results produced are limited by the inherent dependencies between the data 
sources and the quality of the matching. Nonetheless, lessons learnt from record-linkage 
and capture-recapture studies are applied to the national web-based case reporting sys-
tem to improve data quality.

For further details: Van Hest NA et al. Record-linkage and capture-recapture analysis to 
estimate the trend of incidence and completeness of reporting of tuberculosis in England 
1999–2002. Epidemiology and Infection, 2008, 136:1606–1616.

In countries with high-performance surveillance systems, inventory studies can provide clear 
evidence that cases are not being missed or that only a small fraction of cases are being missed, 
such that reported cases can be used a good proxy for TB incidence (see Box 1.2). In other 
countries, inventory studies will provide a much improved estimate of TB disease burden (see 
Box 1.3), and provide evidence of where and how surveillance needs to be strengthened and 
interventions such as PPM implemented. Inventory studies are especially useful in countries 
with a high burden of TB where robust TB surveillance systems are not yet in place and/or 
there is high utilization of private providers [19]. 
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Box 1.3: An inventory and capture–recapture study in Iraq

An inventory study was implemented in Iraq in 2011 with the objectives of estimating 
the level of TB under-reporting and estimating TB incidence using capture–recapture 
methods. Prospective longitudinal surveillance was established among all eligible public 
and private non-NTP providers in a random sample of 8/18 Iraqi governorates for 3 
months (May–July). Record-linkage and three-source capture-recapture analysis of data 
were then conducted.

A total of 1985 TB cases were identified. The NTP registered 1677 patients (observed 
completeness 84%, i.e. 16% under-reporting). The number of incident cases was esti-
mated at 14 500. Cases diagnosed by all providers represented 81% (95% CI, 69–89%) of 
estimated incident cases. The estimated ratio of notified to incident cases was 69% (95% 
CI, 58–76%).

The findings show that TB surveillance needs to be strengthened to reduce levels of un-
der-reporting.

For further details: Huseynova S et al. Estimating tuberculosis burden and reporting in 
resource-limited countries: a capture–recapture study in Iraq. International Journal of 
TB and Lung Disease, 2013 (in press).

1.3 Goal and objectives 

The main goal of an inventory study is to measure the extent to which diagnosed TB cases are 
reported, as a basis for certification or strengthening of TB surveillance, improved estimates of 
TB incidence and better diagnosis and treatment of TB patients. 

The objectives of an inventory study can be defined as one or more of the following:

1. To quantify the level of under-reporting of diagnosed cases of TB to national surveillance 
systems.

2. To estimate TB incidence using capture–recapture methods. 
3. To demonstrate that under-reporting is minimal.

The study design required to achieve these objectives will vary according to the data and data-
bases already available in a country (details are provided in Chapter 2). In general, Objective 
3 is potentially the least demanding in terms of sample size, logistics and cost, and applies to 
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countries with high-performance surveillance systems. Objectives 1 and 2 are more demand-
ing, and Objective 2 is especially demanding if national databases of case-based records are not 
already available. 

Once at least one inventory study has been implemented, a fourth objective could be to assess 
whether levels of under-reporting have fallen (improved) since the last study. 

1.4 Essential ingredients required for an inventory study to be 
feasible and successful

Chapters 2–6 provide guidance on how to design and implement an inventory study, and how 
to analyse and report the results. Before getting started, however, certain essential ingredients 
must be in place for a study to be feasible and successful (enabling factors that make it much 
easier to implement an inventory study are discussed in Section 1.5).

1.4.1 Case-based data with reliable personal identifiers

Case-based records (i.e. one record per case as opposed to aggregated data for groups or co-
horts of patients) are essential because inventory studies require analysis of whether individual 
patients exist in different lists of cases (e.g. the list of cases reported to the NTP, and a list of all 
cases diagnosed in the private sector). To calculate the total number of cases diagnosed, cases 
that appear in more than one list (duplicates) need to be identified. Besides having one record 
in a database per case, personal identifiers are required to allow reliable identification of cases 
that appear in more than one list. Examples include unique personal identifiers, such as a TB 
registration number or a national ID number. Combinations of non-unique identifiers (e.g., 
names, dates of birth) may also be used, if they are deemed accurate and reliable and either 
allow individuals to be uniquely identified or enable probabilistic matching.
 
When reporting results, it is important to describe the overall accuracy of record-linkage and to 
discuss and acknowledge the implications for the estimate of under-reporting [19].

1.4.2 Standard case definitions across all care providers

A clear and consistent case definition must be used across all data sources to standardize the 
process of data collection, to accurately match cases across different data sources and to evalu-
ate the proportion of cases reported from different sources [19,20]. Unambiguous and uniform 
criteria are needed to minimize misclassification of records. Standard case definitions for TB 
increase specificity and improve the comparability of TB cases reported from different data 
sources.
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If there is variation in case definitions, results will be unreliable. For example, in the private 
sector where case definitions may be less clear and specific, false-positive cases may be more 
common (i.e. over-diagnosis).  

C ase definitions must be agreed upon when planning an inventory study, before data collection 
starts, and should not be changed during prospective data collection, analysis and reporting. In 
studies using retrospective data (see Chapter 2 for the circumstances in which this study design 
can be used), case definitions must already be consistent across the databases to be used. 

Table 1.1: TB case definitions and patient categories

Category Definition

New TB 
episodes
(first and 
recurrent* 
episodes)

Definite case

Culture positive for Mycobacterium tuberculosis, 
OR
WHO-approved rapid diagnostic test (e.g. GeneXpert®) positive, 
OR 
at least one sputum specimen positive for acid fast bacilli (from 
a quality assured microscopy centre)

Case

Positive histological examination (extrapulmonary TB)
OR
TB case without bacteriological or WHO-approved rapid 
diagnostic test results, put on a full course of TB treatment by a 
qualified physician or health worker

* Recording may occur in the same year as the year of registration. Recurrent cases have been treated 
for tuberculosis in the past and been declared successfully treated (cured/treatment completed) at 
the end of their treatment regimen. Recurrent cases include relapses due to the same M. tuberculosis 
strain as for the previous episode as well as new episodes of TB due to reinfection. 

The TB case definitions recommended by WHO are available in recent treatment guidelines 
[20]. Case definitions are based on the level of certainty in the diagnosis: for example, whether 
laboratory confirmation (e.g. smear, culture, rapid molecular test endorsed by WHO) is avail-
able or not. Cases of TB can be classified according to anatomical site of disease (e.g. pulmo-
nary or extrapulmonary), bacteriological results (including drug resistance), history of previous 
treatment (e.g. new or retreatment) and HIV status. The case definition can also include clinical 
manifestations (i.e. symptoms) and epidemiological information (e.g. person, place, and time). 
Case definitions for TB may vary across countries depending upon guidelines [20] and specific 
study definitions may be devised as well; what is critical is that the same definitions are used 
among all care providers. 
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The TB case definitions that are recommended by WHO are summarized in Table 1.1. They 
include adaptations to the latest WHO guidelines in the context of the December 2010 endorse-
ment of a new rapid molecular test for TB (Xpert MTB/RIF). 

1.4.3 Adequate staffing and funding

Although inventory and capture-recapture studies are usually less costly than other popula-
tion-based sampling methods relevant to TB [19, 21] including TB prevalence surveys that cost 
between US$ 1 million and US$ 4 million each [22], adequate financial and human resources 
are needed for optimum results. The staffing and funding required will depend upon the scope 
of the study. Usually, more data sources and bigger sample sizes will increase accuracy, but will 
also increase the cost of data collection. The budgets of recent studies in Iraq and Yemen that 
covered approximately half of these countries and lasted 6 months were in the range US$ 
120 000–300 000 (see Appendix 3.3 for a detailed budget).  

When budgeting for an inventory study, it is important to take into account the costs of a pilot 
study, which can be used to explore migration in and out of the study area, to optimize data 
collection procedures, determine feasibility including the willingness of care providers outside 
the NTP to contribute, costs, and constraints during the initial preparatory stage of the study 
[19, 21]. Donors may be more likely to commit the necessary funding to a study when budgets 
are clearly defined and feasibility is demonstrated. 

1.4.4 Care providers outside the existing NTP network can be mapped and convinced to 
participate 

Non-NTP health-care providers need to be mapped and then convinced to participate in the 
study. In Egypt [10], Yemen and Iraq [11], it was possible to map public and private care provid-
ers in large geographical areas, and to ensure their participation in a nationally representative 
inventory study through repeat visits from study investigators. The short duration of an inven-
tory study and the very limited workload imposed on health-care providers are factors that 
should help to encourage their participation (see also Chapter 3).
 
1.4.5 Expertise in sampling design, data management and data analysis

Sampling design, data management and data analysis are key components of inventory studies, 
with a lot of information collected from multiple data sources. A plan that clearly documents 
data management procedures and analytical methods is needed to ensure uniformity and con-
tinuity of data collection, smooth data entry, and data validation. A high-quality relational da-
tabase (i.e. not Excel) is needed to store information. In addition to an experienced data man-
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ager, an epidemiologist and a statistician should be available for study design and data analysis. 
Guidance on data management is presented in Chapter 3 and guidance on design and analysis 
is included in Chapter 2, Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

1.4.6 At least 3 fairly independent data sources and sampling of 50% of country areas if 
capture-recapture analysis is planned

For inventory studies that will include use of capture–recapture methods, three fairly independ-
ent data sources should be used [8]. These data sources need to have a certain level of overlap, of 
around 15–30% [19, 23]. In addition, the study will need to cover 50% of a country’s geographic 
area, for reasons explained in Chapter 2.

Three data sources are needed to enable validation of data among sources [8]. While analytical 
strategies to assess and take into account dependence between sources and heterogeneity are 
available (e.g. log linear modelling, stratification) [4, 6], they can be analytically complex, re-
quiring the involvement of an epidemiologist and/or a statistician.

1.5 Enabling factors that greatly facilitate implementation of an 
inventory study

There are two major factors that will substantially facilitate the implementation of an inventory 
study:

•	 The prior availability of a national case-based electronic database that includes records 
for all cases reported to the NTP;

•	 The inclusion of personal identifiers in each record of the national case-based database 
that can be used for record-linkage. Unique personal identifiers, such as a national health 
insurance number or an identity card number, are highly preferable. 

If these conditions are not met, considerable efforts will be needed to create a case-based elec-
tronic database of cases notified to the NTP. If unique personal identifiers are not in use, re-
cord-linkage that includes use of probabilistic matching software will be required (as described 
in detail in Chapter 4). 

As more countries adopt electronic recording and reporting systems, the number of countries 
where these conditions are met should increase. In 2012, WHO published a comprehensive 
guide on the design and implementation of electronic recording and reporting for TB care and 
control [24].
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1.6 Limitations of capture-recapture methods

Capture-recapture methods can be used to estimate TB incidence. However, four conditions 
must be met for the methods to be applicable [2, 7, 23, 25, 26, 27]. These are:

•	 There should be no change to the study population during the study. In other words, the 
study population is closed and there is no immigration or emigration from the geograph-
ical area studied during the time period considered. This is challenging in settings where 
levels of migration are high. 

•	 Cases can be matched across data sources (i.e. there is no misclassification of records). 
Potential biases can result if there are differences in case definitions across sources, diag-
nostic errors or imperfect record-linkages (e.g. spelling or typing errors, lack of birth date 
or address, changes in or lack of identifiers). It is also important that all cases identified 
in each source are true cases (i.e. no false-positive cases).

•	 The probability of being included in a data source (i.e. one of the lists of diagnosed cases) 
should be the same for all individuals in the population. In other words, there are no 
subgroups with very different probabilities of being observed in one data source and 
re-observed in another data source. 

•	 Data sources are independent (i.e. being in the second data source is not affected by being 
in the first source).

These assumptions are discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. 

It is also important to realize that capture–recapture studies will not be able to identify the 
number of cases in the population in settings where all data sources have a zero chance of 
capturing some cases. That is, there is an underlying assumption that no TB cases are being 
missed due to failure to access health-care or failure to be recognized as a TB case when seeking 
care at a health-care facility. If the underlying assumption is not met, capture-recapture meth-
ods may lead to an under-estimate of TB incidence.
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Study design
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There are four main study designs for an inven-
tory study that are presented in this chapter. Se-
lection of study design depends on which of the 
main objectives an inventory study is attempting 
to address, as well as the available data.
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As explained in Chapter 1, the objectives of an inventory study are:

1. To quantify the level of under-reporting of diagnosed TB cases to national surveillance 
systems;

2. To estimate TB incidence using capture–recapture methods; or
3. To demonstrate that under-reporting of diagnosed cases of TB is minimal. 

All three objectives may apply at the national or subnational level. 

Depending on the defined objectives and the available data, there are three main study designs: 

•	 Study design 1: Simple random sampling of well-defined geographical areas followed 
by prospective collection of data for cases diagnosed by all health-care providers 
within these areas for a specified time period, followed by record-linkage with an 
electronic, case-based NTP database. This study design applies to Objective 1 and could 
also be used for Objective 3. Appropriate documentation and standard TB case defini-
tions must be used by all of the sampled health-care providers during the study period. 

•	 Study design 2: Simple random sampling of large self-contained geographical areas 
followed by prospective collection of data for cases diagnosed by all health-care pro-
viders within these areas for a specified time period and ensuring that two databases 
are produced from two separate sources (e.g. health-care providers and laboratories), 
followed by record-linkage across these two databases and an electronic, case-based 
NTP database. This study design is suitable for Objective 1 and Objective 2. It is much 
more demanding in terms of study size, logistics and cost compared with Study design 1 
since the areas must be large to fulfil the condition of being “self-contained”. Self-contained 
geographical areas must be sampled to fulfil the conditions required for the application 
of capture-recapture methods, notably the underlying assumption that the study popula-
tion is closed and there is no immigration or emigration from the geographical area stud-
ied during the time period considered. The reason for needing three separate databases is 
also that this is a requirement for capture-recapture analysis.

•	 Study design 3: Retrospective analysis of all records of diagnosed TB cases held in 
electronic, case-based databases for a specified time period. This study design is possi-
ble when there is an electronic, case-based database of TB cases that have been reported 
to the national TB surveillance system and where other electronic and case-based data-
bases containing records for TB cases also exist (for example, a national health insurance 
database and comprehensive hospital databases). Standard TB case definitions must also 
be applied across databases, and individual records must include either a) unique iden-
tifiers that can be used for record-linkage (for example, a national identity number) or 
b) combinations of identifiers e.g. name, age, sex, residence. Unlike the other three study 

Chapter 2: Study design
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designs, no sampling of health-care providers is required. If there is at least one database 
besides the database containing records of cases reported to the national TB surveillance 
system, then this study design is suitable for Objective 1 and could also be used for Ob-
jective 3. If there are at least two databases in addition to the database containing records 
of cases reported to the national TB surveillance system, then the study can include Ob-
jective 2 as well.

A fourth possible study design that could be used for Objective 3 is described in Appendix 
2.2. It involves prospective collection of data for cases diagnosed by a simple random sample of 
health-care providers selected using lot-quality assurance sampling for a specified time period, 
followed by record-linkage with an electronic, case-based NTP database. Such a study design 
is expected to be less demanding in terms of study size, logistics and cost compared with Study 
design 1 because it should be the least demanding in terms of the number of health-care provid-
ers that need to be studied. However, it will provide the least precise estimate (among the three 
prospective designs) of the absolute level of under-reporting. Appropriate documentation and 
standard TB case definitions must be used by all of the sampled health-care providers during 
the study period. This study design is included in an appendix because it requires more theoret-
ical development and is expected to apply in a relatively small number of countries compared 
with the other three study designs. 

Definitions of terms used in the chapter are provided in Box 2.1.  

Box 2.1: Definition of terms used in the chapter

Under-reporting: A proportion (that can also be expressed as a percentage) calculated 
as the number of cases diagnosed and not reported to the national TB surveillance sys-
tem (often managed by an NTP) divided by the total number of diagnosed cases (the 
sum of reported and unreported cases). 

Health-care providers: Any health-care facility, public or private, including dispensa-
ries, private practitioners, paediatricians, small private clinics, hospitals and laborato-
ries, where TB patients may be diagnosed. 

NTP and non-NTP providers: A distinction is made between (i) providers operating 
directly under the NTP or similar authority responsible for national TB surveillance and 
(ii) other providers that may be in the private or public sector, e.g. public hospitals that 
are not linked formally to the NTP (see Chapter 3). These two groups are referred to as 
NTP and non-NTP providers respectively throughout the chapter.
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All study designs require an electronic, case-based database of records for TB cases report-
ed to the national TB surveillance system. If such a database is not available, it must be created 
(see also Chapter 1, Section 1.5). The prior availability of an electronic, case-based database of 
records for TB cases reported to the national TB surveillance system greatly facilitates the im-
plementation of an inventory study.

Experience with the design of national inventory studies is limited and largely restricted 
to a small number of high-income countries where study design 3 could be used and a few 
countries in the Eastern Mediterranean Region where study design 2 was applied. There 
is no experience of using study design 1. As more inventory studies are implemented, the 
study design and sampling methods described in this chapter will evolve and improve ac-
cordingly. A recent analogy is the evolution of recommendations for the design, implementa-
tion, analysis and reporting of TB prevalence surveys, which were updated in 2010 from the 
first WHO guidelines on the topic (published in 2007) following lessons learnt from surveys 
completed in Asia and during preparations for surveys in Africa [1].

This chapter explains each of the study designs based on current thinking about the best avail-
able methods and drawing on experiences in the UK, the Netherlands and countries in the 
Eastern Mediterranean Region [2–5]. Biases resulting from unmet assumptions required for 
capture–recapture modelling are discussed specifically in Chapter 6.

We hope that most if not all of the chapter can be clearly understood by general readers without 
a background in epidemiology or mathematical statistics. Where more difficult mathematical 
concepts are included to inform statisticians and quantitative epidemiologists, this is clearly 
indicated in the text and the material is included in boxes or appendices as much as possible.

2.1 Study design 1: measuring the level of TB under-reporting 
by simple random sampling of well-defined geographical areas 
and prospective data collection among all health-care providers 
in those areas

Study design 1 allows quantification of the level of under-reporting with greater precision than 
study design 4. It falls short of study design 2 because it does not allow estimation of TB inci-
dence using capture–recapture methods. 

The basic approach in study design 1 is as follows:

•	 Estimation of the sample size required, i.e. the total number of all cases of TB diagnosed 
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by all providers that will need to be included in the study to ensure a pre-defined level of 
precision in the measurement of under-reporting;

•	 Definition of well-defined geographical areas followed by simple random sampling of 
these geographical areas to achieve the required sample size;

•	 Mapping of all health-care providers in the selected geographical areas followed by pro-
spective collection of data about TB cases diagnosed by all health-care providers in these 
areas during a specified period of time (the recommended period is 3 months);

•	 Record-linkage of cases, using the case-based databases created during the study for all 
providers and a case-based, electronic database of records of TB cases reported to the 
NTP or national TB surveillance system (see Box 2.3 and Chapter 4).

The following two subsections (Section 2.1.1 and Section 2.1.2) explain how to calculate sample 
sizes and select geographical areas. Study implementation including mapping of providers is 
covered in Chapter 3, and record-linkage in Chapter 4. 

The definition of the geographical area to be used depends on the country context but in par-
ticular its administrative structure and its size in terms of the number of TB cases diagnosed. 
The geographical area could be a prefecture in China, a sub-district in India or a district in 
Ghana. Another good candidate for a “geographical area” could be the TB Basic Management 
Unit (BMU)2 since its catchment area is well-defined in terms of responsibility for management, 
supervision and monitoring.

2.1.1 Estimating the sample size required

To estimate the sample size required, the following three components are needed:

•	 A choice about the relative precision (denoted as ) required for the estimate of the true 
level of under-reporting (denoted as ) that will come from the survey estimate of un-
der-reporting (denoted as ). Relative precision refers to the width of the confidence 
interval for the true level of under-reporting that is approximately centered on the survey 
estimate . It is expressed as a proportion (or percentage) of the true level of under-re-
porting . For example, if the relative precision is 0.2 (i.e. 20%), then the 95% confidence 
interval for  is between  and . 

2 Basic Management Unit: A BMU is defined in terms of management, supervision, and monitoring responsibility.  A BMU  for 
TB control may have several treatment facilities, one or more laboratories, and one or more hospitals.  The defining aspect is the 
presence of a manager or coordinator who oversees TB control activities for the unit and who maintains a master register of all TB 
patients being treated, which is used to monitor the programme and report on indicators to higher levels. Typically, the units corre-
spond to the government’s second subnational administrative division, which might be called, for example, a “district” or “county”. 
It is internationally recommended that a BMU cover a population of between 50,000 and 150,000 or up to 300,000 for large cities. 
(Source Compendium of indicators for monitoring and evaluating national tuberculosis programmes (WHO/HTM/TB/2004.344), 
page 10.  http://whqlibdoc.who.int/hq/2004/WHO_HTM_TB_2004.344_chap1-2.pdf)
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•	 A “prior guess”  of the true level of under-reporting . This is based on previous such 
studies conducted in the country (or other countries that could be considered similar), 
and/or on data collected during the pilot phase of the current study, and/or on expert 
opinion;

•	 An estimate of the design effect – the factor by which the sample size required for a 
simple random sample survey must be multiplied because of the random sampling of 
geographical areas including groups of, rather than individual, TB cases. The selection of 
geographical areas means that there will be a clustering effect, i.e. the level of under-re-
porting will tend to be more similar within geographical areas than between geograph-
ical areas. As a result, observations within geographical areas are not independent and 
each individual in the sample provides less information than an individual TB patient 
selected at random from the whole population. 

There are then two steps in the sample size calculation:
1. Calculation of the sample size that would be needed if the inventory study was a simple 

random sample (SRS) survey of individuals, i.e. a survey in which each individual TB 
patient could be sampled at random from a list of all individuals that are the subject of 
the survey (in an inventory study, the list of all individuals required would be a list of all 
diagnosed cases of TB);

2. Upward adjustment of the sample size according to the estimated design effect, to ac-
count for the fact that in an inventory study geographical areas (i.e. groups rather than 
individual TB cases) are sampled at random. 

Step 1: Let us denote by  the number of individual TB cases to be included in the study and 
 the prior guess of the true level of under-reporting (expressed as a proportion). From statis-

tical theory the standard error of an estimated proportion is given by . The 95% 

confidence interval for the level of under-reporting is then calculated as:  where 
 expresses the precision. It can be deduced that the higher the required precision (that 

is the narrower the confidence interval), the greater the sample size will be.

We then need to express the precision as a proportion of the unknown level of under-reporting 
(as opposed to an absolute precision). We can denote this relative precision as , where  is a 
proportion and  is the true level of under-reporting. For example, if the required relative pre-
cision is 0.2 (or 20%) of the level of under-reporting then precision =0.2 .

Therefore, replacing π with the prior guess , we require that:
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By re-arranging the above equation, it can be deduced that the sample size  required for a 
simple random sample study can be calculated as:

                                      (1)

Example 2.1.1: A hypothetical country example

Country X is planning an inventory study to measure the level of under-reporting according to 
study design 1. The prior guess about the true value of under-reporting is 25% and the relative 
precision required is 20%. The sample size calculation for a simple random sample study of 
individuals can then be calculated as:

Using the information presented in Example 2.1.1, if alternatively the prior guess of the level of 
under-reporting was 10% then the sample size required would be greater, at 3 458 with a relative 
precision of 10% and 865 with a relative precision of 20%. Table 2.1 presents more examples of 
sample size calculations under different assumptions to illustrate the association between sam-
ple size and a) relative precision and b) the level of under-reporting. The sample size increases: 
a) the greater the required precision of the estimate to be produced by the study and b) as the 
level of under-reporting decreases.  

Table 2.1: Examples of the required sample size for different assumptions about the 
level of under-reporting πg and relative precision t (both expressed as percentages)

 = 5  = 10  = 20
5 29 196 7 299 1,825

10 13 830 3 458 865
15 8 708 2 177 545
20 6 147 1 537 385
25 4 610 1 153 289
30 3 586 897 225
35 2 854 714 179
40 2 305 577 145

Step 2: The sample size calculated using formula (1) must then be inflated by a multiplying 
factor called the design effect (DEFF) to account for the clustering of TB cases in the selected c 
geographical areas. The DEFF can be expressed in one of two ways. Here, the one that is more 
intuitive as well as easier to use and interpret is presented [6].
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DEFF can be expressed using the true level of under-reporting , the coefficient of between-clus-
ter variance  and cluster size :

                                   (2)

The coefficient of between-cluster variance  is a measure of the spread of the cluster-specific 
estimates of under-reporting, ,  which are sampled from a distribution with mean 

 and variance   and is defined as:  [7]. The final required sample size, 
accounting for clustering, is calculated as follows: 

 

Example 2.1.2: Estimating the coefficient of between-cluster variance when no 
prior data are available

We need to account for the clustering effect of the study first discussed in Example 2.1.1, and 
then inflate the sample size calculated in step 1 accordingly. In the absence of data from pre-
vious relevant studies the best that can be done is to discuss with local experts who could pro-
vide information about what the plausible range of values of under-reporting would be in the 
country. Suppose these experts think that the level of under-reporting would be about 25% 
on average and would vary (we assume this to translate into a 95% confidence interval) be-
tween 5% and 45% across different geographical areas in the country where the study would be 
implemented. Under the Normal distributional assumption of the cluster-specific estimates of 
under-reporting these assumptions can be translated as  
or  .

In the context of inventory studies, the cluster size  (that is the number of all cases diagnosed 
by all providers in each sampled geographical area) will not be equal across the sampled geo-
graphical areas. In this context, a modification to typical sample size calculations that can be 
made is to use in equation (2) the harmonic mean of cluster sizes of all  sampled geographical 
areas as opposed to a fixed cluster size [8]. 

The harmonic mean can be calculated as:

where  and  denotes the specific number of cases diagnosed by all providers in each 
sampled geographical area. 

From equation (2) it can be deduced that the design effect depends on:
•	 The number of geographical areas that are selected. Reducing the cluster size (this means 
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the total number of all TB cases diagnosed among all providers in each selected geo-
graphical area) and hence increasing the number of geographical areas selected will low-
er the design effect. For the same sample size in terms of statistical efficiency it is, there-
fore, better to have more smaller areas than less larger ones;

•	 The number of all cases diagnosed by all providers in each of the geographical areas that 
are selected. This number is not known in advance, but the number of reported cases 
from the previous year is known. Since the study design requires including all diagnosed 
cases in each selected area during a specified time period, and since the number of cases 
diagnosed will vary among areas, the cluster size cannot be controlled as part of the study 
design. The larger the harmonic mean of cluster sizes is, the larger the DEFF;

•	 The extent to which the number of cases diagnosed in each of the selected geographical 
areas varies. The larger the variability, the larger the DEFF;

•	 The extent to which the level of under-reporting of diagnosed cases of TB varies among 
the selected geographical areas. The larger the variability of the cluster-level estimates, 
the larger the DEFF.

Given the limited number of inventory studies that have been implemented to date, especially 
in TB-endemic countries, the size of the design effect is difficult to predict. The more such 
studies are implemented in the future the more relevant and reliable data will become avail-
able to inform such sample size calculations. In the meantime it is strongly recommended 
to include a pilot phase and an associated interim analysis in the study design. This will 
allow the quantification of the outcome of interest and of the clustering (both the coefficient of 
between-cluster variation  to be put in equation (2) and the DEFF itself) based on observed 
data from the country where the study is implemented. Most importantly, a recalculation of 
the initial sample size can be undertaken based on observed values for , DEFF and  and a 
decision made to continue the study as is, add more sampled geographical areas (if sample size 
was under-estimated) or stop (if sample size was over-estimated).  

Example 2.1.3: Estimating the coefficient of between-cluster variance from 
empirical data

Suppose we have designed the study described in Example 2.1.1 in such a way that an interim 
analysis is undertaken after the first 5 clusters have been recruited and followed up for 3 months. 
These observed cluster-level data allowed us to estimate the overall proportion of under-report-
ing =0.30, the harmonic mean of cluster size =43, as well as the empirical variance of the 
cluster-specific percentages of under-reporting =0.0274. This random error comprises two 
components, the within- and between-cluster variability.
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Hence, we estimate  and . Then: 

and the final sample size, accounting for clustering, is: 

Stratification may help to decrease the design effect, but the benefit of stratification, if any, will 
only be known at the end of the study.

2.1.2 Stratification

Levels of under-reporting are likely to vary from area to area, depending on the number of 
non-NTP providers. For example, some areas within a country may have a small private sector 
and are therefore unlikely to have a problem with under-reporting. It is possible to stratify geo-
graphical areas in an inventory study so that these differences do not unduly skew the national 
results. The precision of the national estimate of under-reporting will be negatively affected 
by the sampling design effect due to within-area correlation [9, 10]. Stratification may be used 
to improve the precision of estimates for a given sample size [11]. This is known as sampling 
efficiency. To improve sampling efficiency, geographical areas must be stratified according to a 
factor that is believed to be a good predictor of under-reporting. The case notification rate of a 
geographical area is potentially a good predictor of under-reporting and may be used to define 
strata. For example, stratification may be done in such a way that all areas in the country are 
grouped into areas with high case notification rates, intermediate rates and low rates. Areas are 
then sampled separately from each of the three strata. At least two areas should be selected from 
each strata for stratification to have any benefit on sampling efficiency. 

2.1.3 Number of geographical areas to be sampled

The decision on the number of geographical areas (or clusters) to sample to find (at least) the 
planned sample size N of TB cases is a difficult one. In the context of these studies, with un-
known cluster sizes ,   of the sampled c geographical areas, there are no statistical 
grounds on which a single required minimum number c can be recommended that applies in 
all situations and countries. However, several clusters are required for certain aspects of the 
analysis. The number of geographical areas c needs to be chosen individually for each country. 
It is important to remember that the larger the size of the area, the more cases would be found 
in them and the smaller c would need to be. On the other hand the larger the cluster sizes   
are, the larger DEFF would become, increasing the total sample size of TB cases needed overall 
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to guarantee the intended precision of the estimated under-reporting.

The total number of all TB cases (reported and not reported to the NTP) in each area is not 
known in advance (otherwise there would be no need for the inventory study), but the number 
of reported cases from the previous year is available from the routine reporting system. This 
reported number of cases could be used to inform the initial decision on the number of geo-
graphical areas to be sampled (which can later be refined once data collection in a few areas 
allows better estimation of the size of DEFF, as described above). Prior information about the 
number of reported cases should be available for each geographical area in the sampling frame 
(e.g. the number of reported cases in the previous year, in each district). Thus, one approach to 
selecting the total number of geographical areas to be sampled is as follows: 

i. After the sample size calculation, treat the first few clusters as the pilot phase of the study, 
e.g. the number of geographical areas   , where  is the sample size calcula-
tion under SRS as in equation (1) and n is a prior guess of the median value of number 
of cases expected to be reported over the study period across all areas in the sampling 
frame. In situations where the cluster sizes, and hence their median value n, are large 
with respect to  , c1 will be small (e.g. less than 3). In this context this step is not rec-
ommended as the use of the pilot phase data for the calculation of DEFF would only be 
worthwhile if data from at least 4 to 6 clusters are accumulated. An estimate of the DEFF  
as explained in Section 2.1.1, Step 2, should then be used to estimate the number of areas 
to be studied.

ii. From the interim analysis of the pilot phase data recalculate DEFF and revise the sample 
size calculation.

iii. Calculate the total required number of geographical areas ,  where N is the total 
recalculated sample size and n is the median value of number of cases expected to be 
reported over the study period across all areas in the sampling frame. 

Geographical areas should be selected or defined in such a way that the required sample 
size will not be reached by the inclusion of a very limited number of areas, say one or two. 
For instance, if only one type of geographical area is sufficient to meet the sample size, then the 
studied sample will not be necessarily representative of the country. There is no single recom-
mended minimum number of areas to be sampled that fits all scenarios. We have described in 
this section one way this issue could be addressed. It is advisable to also include in the judge-
ment knowledge of factors relevant to the definition and selection of geographical areas. Such 
factors may include heterogeneity in the country’s health and infrastructure situation, particu-
larly if the country is very large, decentralization of laws and regulations related to TB case 
reporting, and logistic constraints.
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Example 2.1.4: Country example: India

Let us assume that the state of Gujarat in India would like to perform a sample size calculation 
for an inventory study. A prior guess about the true value of under-reporting is 25% and the 
desired relative precision 20% (as in Example 2.1.1), which translates into =289 by applying 
equation (1). There were a total of 18,382 TB patients registered for treatment during the first 
quarter of 2011. Gujarat is split into 30 districts and there are 138 BMUs. The latter constitutes 
the sampling unit (“geographical area” or “cluster”) for the purposes of the study since districts 
have a large number of patients reported and it is possible that only one or two of them would 
need to be sampled to reach the desired sample size. 

For the sake of simplicity and the purposes of this example: (i) we only present a sub-set of the 
BMUs, shown in Table 2.2, and (ii) it is assumed that the number of patients expected to be 
diagnosed in each BMU during the first quarter of 2011 is the number of patients registered for 
treatment inflated by the expected 25% of under-reporting (assuming the same across BMUs).

The harmonic mean of all 138 BMUs is calculated to be 

 
The BMU-level estimates of under-reporting are assumed to vary roughly between 5% and 45%. 
This translates into  or  . The de-
sign effect is then calculated:

This means that the final sample size, accounting for clustering, should be: 

The median value of the number of patients expected to be diagnosed across all 138 BMUs is 
calculated as 177.5. A pilot phase of 289/177.5 2 BMUs would not be very informative for 
recalculating the DEFF, so in this case an alternative is to consider the first five sampled BMUs 
as the pilot phase. BMUs are assigned a unique identifier as in the leftmost column of abridged 
Table 2.2 and randomly sampled, one by one, without replacement, until the required sample 
size is reached. In this example, we use the R language (an open-source freely-available com-
puting environment well suited for data manipulations, graphing and statistical analysis – 
see http://www.r-project.org) to draw a random permutation of BMU identification numbers 
(1,…, 138) from abridged Table 2.2:
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The first sampled BMU is 4, the second 3, etc. At the end of the pilot phase, after selecting 
BMUs 4, 3, 9, 8 and 12, the number of diagnosed cases is 767. Suppose that the design effect is 
recalculated and  DEFF=6. This means that the final sample size is N=6*289=1 734. The study 
would, therefore, continue after the pilot phase (and the inclusion of districts 4, 3, 9, 8 and 12) to 
include BMUs 10, 7, 6, 5 and 2 to reach the final required sample size (adjusted for clustering).

Table 2.2: Cases diagnosed by NTP providers during the 1st quarter of 20111 in the 
state of Gujarat in India. (Abridged table only showing 12 out of 138 BMUs in the 
state).

ID BMUs
No of patients regis-

tered for treatment (N1)

No of patients expected 
to be diagnosed

N2=N1/0.75
… … … ...
1 Bardoli 120 160
2 Kamrej 140 187
3 Mandvee 103 138
4 Mangrol 71 95
5 Surat 125 167
6 Dhrangadhra 126 168
7 Limbdi 201 268
8 Muli 162 216
9 Ahwa 59 79

10 Baroda 167 223
11 Padra 154 205
12 Savli 179 239
… … … ...

1 RNTCP performance report for 1st quarter 2011, accessed 27/09/2012, http://tbcindia.nic.in/per-
for.html

2.2 Study design 2: measuring the level of TB under-reporting 
and estimating TB incidence using capture–recapture methods 
with prospective data collection among all health-care 
providers in selected areas

Study design 2 is the most challenging of the study designs discussed in this chapter because the 
objective is to estimate TB-underreporting and TB incidence. Capture-recapture methods and 
prospective data collection are required for this study design. 
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Application of capture–recapture methods requires that the following elements are part of the 
study design:
•	 The geographical areas that are studied must be self-contained. In other words, in any 

of the selected geographical areas, diagnosed cases of TB do not move in and out of that 
area. To fulfil such a requirement (when the conditions required for study design 3 are 
not in place) it is likely that sampling of large geographical areas is required. For example, 
in a recent inventory and capture–recapture study in Iraq [5], half of the country (8 of 18 
Iraqi governorates) was included (see Box 2.2). 

•	 At least three types of health-care providers must be distinguished, one of which must be 
the NTP (this is in contrast to the two categories of provider – NTP and non-NTP – that 
are distinguished in study designs 1 and 4). Examples of types of health-care providers 
include the NTP, hospitals, private clinics, laboratories and health insurance companies. 

•	 A non-biased estimate of the number of cases common to the different categories of 
health-care providers must be obtained. For example, the number of cases common to 
the NTP and hospitals, or common to hospitals and health insurance or laboratories, 
relative to the total number of diagnosed cases. This latter requirement imposes more 
constraints on the sampling approach, compared with study designs 1 and 4.  

To fulfil these requirements, the basic approach is as follows:
•	 Definition of self-contained (and likely large) geographical areas; 
•	 Simple random sampling of the self-contained geographical areas. The default recom-

mendation is to sample half of the identified geographical areas [12-14];
•	 Definition of the three (or more) categories of health-care provider to be used in the 

study;
•	 Mapping of all health-care providers in the selected geographical areas followed by pro-

spective collection of data about TB cases diagnosed by all health-care providers in these 
areas during a specified period of time (the recommended period is 3 months);

•	 Record-linkage of cases, using the case-based databases created during the study for non-
NTP providers and a case-based, electronic database of records of TB cases reported to 
the NTP or national TB surveillance system.

The selected geographical areas may be stratified prior to sampling based on the TB case noti-
fication rate in the area, but stratification is optional. The sample size, based on estimation of 
the likely level of under-reporting with a given choice of precision, can be estimated using the 
methods described in Section 2.1. In several high TB-burden countries (e.g. India, China, Indo-
nesia), the sample size will be very large if 50% of the country is covered by the study. 
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2.2.1 Self-contained and large geographical areas

The sampled geographical areas must be self-contained when capture-recapture methods are 
used. This is to ensure that almost all patients diagnosed by both NTP and non-NTP providers 
have a chance of being identified within the sampled areas. In practice, in the context of a TB in-
ventory study, this means that the sampled areas need to be large. If small geographical areas are 
sampled, it is much more likely that patients have sought medical advice from providers outside 
the sampled area and their records may fail to be linked. This idea is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
 
In Figure 2.1, the boxes on the left and right both contain the same number and arrangement 
of dots, each of which represents a TB record and its geographical location. The coloured dots 
represent NTP records and the white dots represent non-NTP records, while the blue lines link 
up records belonging to the same individual. In the box on the left, two large geographical are-
as, represented by black ovals, have been selected whereas in the box on the right, five smaller 
geographical areas have been selected. In the box on the left, only one linkage is missed between 
a non-NTP record in a sampled area and its corresponding NTP record located outside the 
sampled area. This represents a patient who has been to a private practice in the sampled area, 
and then visited a public practice where their TB diagnosis has been notified to authorities. In 
contrast, in the box on the left, seven linkages are missed. Two of the linkages are cases identi-
fied by the NTP outside the sampled areas but by non-NTP providers within the sampled areas, 
and five are cases that were identified by non-NTP providers outside the sampled areas. As can 
be seen, a sampling design using small geographical areas will tend to miss more linkages than 
a sampling design based on larger areas. 

The sampling of geographical areas will result in smaller biases if relatively few records in sam-
pled areas have linkages with records outside the sampled areas. It is thus important to consider 
the physical distance between providers who attend to the same individuals in relation to the 
size of sampled geographical areas. To minimize bias both in the estimation of under-reporting 
and in the estimation of incidence using capture–recapture modelling, it is important to mini-
mize the total number of sampled geographical areas. Table 2.3 below illustrates the relationship 
between the size of the bias in the estimate of under-reporting and the number of sampled geo-
graphical areas, for a given sampling fraction of 50%. The bias in the estimate of incidence will 
be affected similarly (not illustrated). 
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Table 2.3: Bias in the estimation of under-reporting obtained from random sam-
pling of 50% of geographical areas and all providers and their records within areas
Results from sampling a dataset with 528 records with a level of under-reporting of 11.2% indicate a 
positive bias that increases as the size of geographical areas decreases, resulting in an over-estimate 
of the level of under-reporting. Centiles of the distribution of biases were obtained from sampling 
1000 times. When linked, records tend to be within close proximity of each other, and the sampling 
of geographical areas is considerably more effective than simple random sampling of providers and 
their records. The relative bias (rightmost column) will almost always be large compared with the 
relative precision of the estimate.

Number of 
geographical 

areas

Number of 
sampled

areas

Sampling
fraction (%)

Estimated 
under-report-
ing (%) (true 
value: 11.2%)

Sampling bias
(2.5th-97.5th 

centiles)

Bias relative to 
the true value 

(%)

64 32 50 13.8 +2.5 
(2.2 – 2.8)

23%

8 4 50 12.9 +1.6 
(1.2 – 1.9)

15%

Figure 2.1: The probability of a case seeking diagnosis and care from a provider 
within and outside the sampled geographical areas increases as the size of the sam-
pled geographical areas falls 
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2.2.2 Definition of geographical areas

Since the selected geographical areas must be ‘self-contained’ in terms of the provision of TB 
diagnosis and care, areas need to be defined so that patients have little or no propensity to seek 
TB diagnosis and care outside of the area. An example of a self-contained geographical area is 
an entire province including a capital city. Geographical areas should be clearly defined prior to 
sampling. As geographical areas must be large, appropriate areas include rural areas covering 
1–10% of the national population. Contiguous urban areas and their surrounding districts or 
geographically-connected cities should not be spread over different areas.

Box 2.2: The example of Iraq

An inventory study was undertaken in Iraq in 2011, to measure the level of TB under-re-
porting in the country, and perform a capture-recapture analysis (see Chapter 6) to es-
timate TB incidence. The country is split into 18 governorates which are further divided 
into 124 districts. Each district comprises one BMU. A stratified sampling design was 
used, based on the smear-positive TB case notification rate at the level of the governo-
rate. Four strata were defined (based on the 25th, 50th (that is, median) and 75th cen-
tile values of the smear-positive notification rates) and two governorates selected with 
simple random sampling from each stratum. Sampled governorates covered 53% of the 
country’s total population. 

All facilities were enrolled in the study during the period May–July 2011 in each of the 
sampled governorates and all TB cases diagnosed during this period in these facilities 
were included in the study. The TB case definition in facilities was the same as the one 
used by the NTP. 

Laboratory and TB register forms identical to those used by the NTP were introduced 
to all participating facilities for the collection of data. All facilities were visited weekly to 
ensure data collection, completeness and accuracy. 

Record-linkage of TB cases from facilities diagnosed during the period May–July 2011 
and NTP records from two quarters before and one quarter after the study period was 
done.

The results were used to estimate that TB incidence in Iraq was approximately 14,500 
new cases in 2011 and that the level of under-reporting was 16%. 
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2.3 Study design 3: retrospective analysis of existing databases

A retrospective study design is feasible in countries where all of the following conditions are 
met:
•	 A case-based national TB database with electronic records for all cases reported to the 

national TB surveillance system is already in place; 
•	 Other national, electronic case-based databases with records for TB cases (e.g. a national 

health insurance or a comprehensive hospital database) exist;
•	 Both sets of databases have unique identifiers, such as a national identity number, that 

can be used for record-linkage;
•	 Standard TB case definitions are used in all databases. 

Records of TB cases across databases are linked for a specified period of time in the past. Since 
databases are national, no sampling of health-care providers is required. Recent examples of 
countries where inventory studies using this design have been implemented and used to esti-
mate TB under-reporting and TB incidence include the Netherlands (in 1997) [2] and England 
and Wales (during 1999–2002) [3]. 

Common characteristics of the three prospective study designs (1, 2 and 4) and an important 
note about record linkage are shown in Box 2.3.
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Box 2.3: Common characteristics of the three prospective study designs in which 
sampling is used 

Common characteristics of study designs 1, 2 and 4
1. Direct random selection of diagnosed cases cannot be performed because there 

is no source of information about all diagnosed cases (otherwise the study to 
measure underreporting would not be needed). Selection of geographical clus-
ters of health-care providers is suggested instead.  

2. The recommended time period for data collection is around 3 months (for the-
oretical details see Appendix 2.2).

3. Diagnosed cases may have records maintained by different providers. During 
the study period, all records from all of the providers selected for inclusion in 
the study are compiled. 

4. Standard case definitions must be used by all health-care providers in the select-
ed geographical areas.

5. An electronic NTP case-based database is required for record-linkage, to iden-
tify which of the diagnosed TB cases identified in the inventory study were re-
ported. 

6. Record-linkage needs to include records of cases reported before and after the 
study period, to ensure that cases are correctly classified as reported or unre-
ported; the default recommendation is 3 months before and 3 months after the 
study period (for theoretical details see Appendix 2.2). The reason for this is to 
allow for: (i) the time taken to report a TB case to the national TB surveillance 
system and (ii) the pattern of patient health-seeking behaviour. The NTP re-
cords from the 3 months on either side of the study period are used to classify 
cases that were diagnosed within the sample as either reported or not reported.

Common characteristic of study designs 1 and 2
1. Geographical areas are sampled using simple random sampling (SRS) and then 

all health-care providers within the selected areas are eligible for inclusion in 
the study. 
The geographical areas that are sampled at random should be areas that can be 
readily defined, for example because they are based on existing administrative 
boundaries. Examples include districts and counties.  

Important note for record linkage
Record-linkage needs to include investigation of whether cases diagnosed within the 
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selected geographical areas were subsequently reported outside those areas. The reason 
for needing to look for matches with NTP records outside the geographical areas select-
ed for the study is that some of the TB cases diagnosed by non-NTP providers in the 
selected geographical areas may seek medical care at an NTP provider located outside 
the area after their diagnosis. This is in contrast to Study design 2, in which the selected 
areas are “self-contained”. In Study designs 1 and 4, it is possible that cases diagnosed 
by a non-NTP provider are subsequently reported in another geographic area – the one 
where they sought care with the NTP.1 Unless the NTP records for the relevant location 
outside the study area are part of the record-linkage process, a case could be wrongly 
classified as unreported. 

To minimize the chance of this happening, NTP records from outside the selected geo-
graphical areas need to be used when record-linkage is done. For example, if a selected 
geographical area is a city centre, it is important to include NTP records for the outlying 
suburbs in the record-linkage process as well. Similarly, records from large cities sur-
rounding selected geographical areas that are mostly rural areas will need to be included 
if it is judged or known that the population living in the selected area is likely to seek 
specialized medical care in such cities. 

Patterns of health-care seeking behaviour and the extent to which health-care providers 
outside the study area are used can be explored as part of a pilot study, to better under-
stand the extent to which reporting outside the study areas is likely to occur (and where 
it is most likely to occur). Collection of data on where the cases diagnosed in the selected 
geographical area subsequently sought care and their normal place of residence can also 
help to reduce the amount of effort required to link study records with NTP records 
outside the study areas.

It should be stressed that records of cases reported outside the selected geographical 
areas are only used to classify cases that were diagnosed within the selected geographical 
area as reported or not reported. 

1 A good example is a patient with TB who attends a non-NTP private practice in a city centre where 
their TB diagnosis is made but not reported to the NTP authorities. After a few weeks, the patient goes 
for a check-up with a public provider near their residence in an outlying suburb and here their case is 
reported to the NTP. If the geographical area sampled in the inventory study was limited to the city, 
then the case would be counted as ‘not reported’ in the inventory study.
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Appendix 2.1 Time to notification

It is important to note that bias with regards to time to notification is dependent on both the 
time to notification and  study duration. Both a shorter time to notification and longer study 
duration result in less bias in the estimation of under-reporting, as can be seen in Table A.2.1.1. 
In the table, the time to notification is modelled as an exponential distribution and it is assumed 
that non-NTP case detection occurs at a constant rate. From the table it can be seen that for any 
given study duration, a shorter time to notification will lead to fewer cases being notified after 
the completion of the study. Similarly, for a given time to notification, longer study durations 
will result in fewer cases reported after the study completion date. For example, if the average 
time to notification is four weeks and the study duration is also four weeks, then 63% of cases 
will be reported after the study period. However, if the average time to notification remains at 
four weeks, and the study duration is increased to twelve weeks, then only 32% of notifications 
will occur after the study period. 

Table A.2.1.1: Percentage of cases diagnosed by non-NTP providers in whom re-
porting to NTP occurs after the study period, out of all reported non-NTP cases

Study duration* 4 weeks 8 weeks 12 weeks 24 weeks
Average time
to report

1 week 25 13 8.3 8.3
2 weeks 43 25 17 17
4 weeks 63 43 32 32
8 weeks 79 63 52 52

* The study duration in the table does not include the recommended additional 3 months of inclu-
sion of NTP records before and after the study period in order to reduce the proportion of cases 
wrongly classified as not reported.

Cases are assumed to be diagnosed at a constant rate over time and uniformly distributed over 
the study period. Time to notification is then modelled as exponentially distributed. The expec-
tation of the proportion Q of non-NTP cases with notification occurring after the study period 
is obtained as follows:

where s is the duration of study, t is the time from non-NTP case record occurrence to the end 
of study and λ is the reciprocal of the average time to report to NTP, or the rate of reporting.
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Appendix 2.2 Study design 4: prospective data collection 
and lot quality assurance sampling to assess if tb under-reporting 
is minimal

Study design 4, based on the methods of lot quality assurance sampling (LQAS), is appropriate 
when the objective of the inventory study is to demonstrate that under-reporting is minimal. 
This objective is most relevant in countries in which the national surveillance system functions 
well and the aim is to demonstrate that this is the case. 

The basic approach in study design 4 involves four steps:
•	 Sampling of health-care providers from a comprehensive list of all health-care provid-

ers in the country (for a national assessment) or within a particular part of the country 
(for a subnational assessment). Since a list of all health-care providers is required, this 
must be already available (or easy to compile) if a national assessment is to be done. For 
a localized assessment, mapping might be feasible prior to sampling from the list of all 
providers;

•	 Prospective collection of data about TB cases diagnosed by the selected health-care pro-
viders for a specified period of time (e.g. 3-month period);

•	 Classification of each of the sampled health-care providers as either “acceptable” or “un-
acceptable” according to pre-specified thresholds of levels of under-reporting that are “ac-
ceptable” and “unacceptable”;

•	 Classification of the level of under-reporting in a country or part of a country as either 
“acceptable” or “unacceptable”. The classification of “acceptable” applies if the number 
of unacceptable providers is below an allowable and pre-specified threshold. The classi-
fication of “unacceptable” applies if the number of unacceptable providers is above the 
allowable and pre-specified threshold. 

By design, such studies do not provide a precise measure of the absolute level of under-report-
ing. However, the advantage is that smaller numbers of health-care providers need to be studied 
compared with study designs 1 and 2. Furthermore, even if the study finds a country “unaccept-
able”, that is, under-reporting is found to be higher than anticipated, then data from this design 
could inform sample size calculations for further investigations into the level of under-report-
ing in the form of study design 1 and 2.

This is the first time that the LQAS approach is considered for use in the context of invento-
ry studies, so to date no practical experience exists. The clustered sampling of cases through 
health-care providers is a complication that leads to increased misclassification errors with 
the LQAS approach. The amount of this increase will depend on how correlated the patients 
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within a health facility are with respect to their under-reporting status. As field experience 
and empirical data accumulate the quantification of these unknown factors, as well as the 
testing of the different suggested solutions to design issues presented in this section, will be 
refined accordingly.

It is intended that this trial edition of the inventory guide will be used to test study design 4 in 
one or two countries with high-performance surveillance systems, where study design 3 can-
not be done, with experience and lessons learned then used to refine the methods set out here. 

A2.2.1 Sampling and required number of health-care providers

The LQAS approach was first introduced in the manufacturing industry in the 1920s as a way of 
checking the quality of the output from the mass production lines of factories [15]. It was sub-
sequently adopted in other fields and began to be used in the health sciences in the late 1980s 
[16], with a wide variety of applications to date including assessment of immunization coverage 
(the most common topic), cancer screening, antimalarial treatment and oral rehydration thera-
py [17–20]. In the context of a TB inventory study, LQAS could be used to test whether the true 
level of under-reporting in a country (or subnational area) is less than a pre-specified acceptable 
level.

In LQAS theory, the pre-specified level of under-reporting that is considered “acceptable” is ex-
pressed as a proportion. For example, if the level of under-reporting that is considered acceptable 
is 5%, then the acceptable level of under-reporting is expressed as 0.05 (this is πg in Box A2.2.1). 

Box A2.2.1: LQAS in mathematical notation and theory

The true level of under-reporting in a country (or subnational area) can be denoted as π 
and the acceptable, pre-specified level of under-reporting as πg. 

Although it has been stressed in the published literature that statistical hypothesis testing 
is not part of LQAS, there are clear analogies between LQAS and hypothesis testing that 
can help to explain LQAS methods [21, 22], and for this reason the analogy is used here.
 
In the context of a TB inventory study, the desirable outcome in LQAS is to establish that 
π is less than πg. In hypothesis testing terms, this can be expressed as rejecting the null 
hypothesis (H0) in favour of the alternative (Hα):
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The “acceptable” threshold (expressed as the proportion πg) is then translated into a 
threshold (denoted d) of allowable numbers of sampled health-care providers (which are 
the “lots”) that are unacceptable in terms of their level of under-reporting. This value d is 
referred to as the “decision rule” in the LQAS literature. 

The selection of the value of d is as much an informed choice as it is a calculation. The 
value of d is based partly on statistical considerations, through the selected values for the 
threshold πg and the statistical error that is allowed; partly on logistical and feasibility 
considerations; and partly on what study investigators consider acceptable or unaccept-
able in relation to the total sample size of required health-care providers. The statistical 
error (using the hypothesis-testing analogy, this is the probability α of the type I error) 
is the probability of incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis, that is concluding that the 
number of unacceptable health-care providers is less than or equal to d and classifying a 
country as “acceptable” when the level of under-reporting is actually above πg. A typical 
value to choose for α is 5%. 

From statistical theory, say that the number of health-care providers is a random variable 
X that follows a hyper-geometric distribution (d “successes” of unacceptable health-care 
providers out of n draws without replacement from a finite population of size N, con-
trolled for at πg). Then, using its cumulative distribution function, the type I error can 
be expressed as the maximum allowable probability of observing up to d unacceptable 
providers (and concluding under-reporting is less than the acceptable level p):

                 (1)

The selection of sample size n (the number of health-care providers that need to be sam-
pled) and the decision threshold d are guided by calculations performed according to 
inequality (1) that meet the chosen restrictions for πg and α, but also feasibility consider-
ations as well as what seems acceptable to study investigators. The stricter the study team 
decides to be in terms of selecting small values for d, the smaller the required sample size 
n will be. The larger d becomes, the larger the total sample size n also becomes, hence 
weakening the advantage of small sample sizes that LQAS compared with other study 
designs in which samples sizes are estimated based on the precision with which the out-
come of interest is measured (in this case, the level of TB under-reporting). 

For further details see Rhoda DA et al. [21] and Pagano M et al. [22]
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The “acceptable” threshold (expressed as a proportion) is then translated into a threshold (de-
noted d in Box A2.2.1) of the allowable number of sampled health-care providers (which are the 
“lots”) that are unacceptable in terms of their level of under-reporting. This value d is referred 
to as the “decision rule” in the LQAS literature. If the number of sampled health-care providers 
found to be unacceptable is the same or below the pre-defined critical value d then the country 
(or subnational area) is considered to be acceptable in terms of under-reporting. Agreement on 
the values for πg and d is the key issue in studies of this design.

The cluster sampling of TB cases from health-care providers means there is correlation between 
cases from the same providers in terms of their under-reporting status (the outcome of inter-
est), which increases the misclassification type I error α associated with the LQAS analysis. The 
amount of this increase is unknown, but can be informed, ideally, from empirical data. In the 
absence of empirical data, computer simulations need to be employed to study it [23]. 

The selection of the value of d is as much an informed choice as it is a calculation. The value of d 
is based partly on statistical considerations, through the selected values for the threshold πg and 
the statistical error that is allowed; partly on logistic and feasibility considerations; and partly 
on what study investigators consider acceptable or unacceptable in relation to the total sample 
size of required health-care providers (Box A2.2.1). The stricter the study team decides to be in 
terms of selecting small values for d, the smaller the required sample size n will be. The larger 
d becomes the larger the total sample size n also becomes, hence weakening the advantage of 
small sample sizes that LQAS has over other study designs. Examples of sample size calculations 
for different values of n and d are illustrated in Table A2.2.1. 

Box A2.2.2: R code that can be used to explore different sample size scenarios

nsize <- function (p = 0.05, N = 1000, d = 1, alpha = 0.05){
  s <– N
  for (n in N:1){
   m <– N – n
   k <– trunc (p * N)
   if (dhyper (d, n, m, k) > alpha) break
   s <– n
  }
  return (s)
}
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Table A2.2.1: Examples of sample size calculations of n health-care providers to be 
included in the study, for varying total numbers N of health-care providers in the 
country (or subnational area), varying values of decision interval d, a pre-specified 
level of “acceptable” under-reporting of 5% and different assumptions about the 
statistical error (5% or 10%)

Total number 
of health-care 

providers in the country N
d = 0 d = 1 d = 2 d = 3 d = 4 d = 5

100
α = 0.05 45 65 80 92 99 100

α = 0.1 37 57 74 88 98 100

150
α = 0.05 52 76 96 114 129 142

α = 0.1 42 65 86 105 122 137

200
α = 0.05 51 76 97 117 135 152

α = 0.1 41 64 84 104 123 141

300
α = 0.05 54 80 103 125 145 165

α = 0.1 42 66 87 108 128 147

500
α = 0.05 56 83 108 131 153 175

α = 0.1 43 68 90 111 131 151

1000
α = 0.05 57 86 112 136 159 181

α = 0.1 44 69 92 113 134 153

10 000
α = 0.05 59 89 115 140 164 187

α = 0.1 45 71 93 115 135 155

Table A2.2.1 shows how the number of health-care providers n required for the study increases 
as (i) the total number of providers in the country N (or subnational level) increases (although n 
increases much more slowly compared to N) and (ii) the decision interval d increases; converse-
ly, the larger the allowable statistical error α, the lower the required sample size. 

The sample sizes in Table A2.2.1 were calculated using the R computer code shown below (Box 
A2.2.2). Different scenarios can be explored according to different country contexts using this 
code. R is freely available for download at: http//www.r-project.org

To use the code shown in Box A2.2.2, it should be directly copied and pasted into an R console. 
The code generates a function named nsize. The function code is minimalist and does not in-
clude checks for improper parameter values. The function can then be called upon for different 
values of the acceptable threshold level of under-reporting πg, the decision threshold d, the total 
number of health-care providers in the country N, and the probability α of the type I error. In 
the first example in Box A2.2.3 below, nsize returns a sample size of health-care providers n=76 
under the default assumptions πg=0.05, N=200, d=1 and α=0.05. In the second example in Box 
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Health-care providers should be sampled in a representative manner from an exhaustive list of 
all health-care providers in the country under a simple random sampling design, with an equal 
probability of selection for each provider and inclusion of all diagnosed TB cases during the 
study period.

Box A2.2.3: Examples of sample size calculations using the code provided in Box A.2.2.2

nsize(p=0.05, N=200, d=1, alpha=0.05)
[1] 76
nsize(p=0.05, N=1,000, d=0, alpha=0.05)
[1] 57

Box A2.2.4: Two scenarios that illustrate the role of using confidence intervals and not 
just point estimates to assess whether a provider is “acceptable” or “unacceptable”

Scenario 1 – use of the point estimate only
Threshold: under-reporting is less than or equal to 5%. 
A health-care provider diagnoses 10 patients during the study period and has a single 
patient not reported to the NTP. This gives a point estimate of under-reporting of 10% 
(>5%). This provider is classified as unacceptable.

Scenario 2 – use of the confidence interval
Threshold: the 95% confidence interval for the level of under-reporting includes the value 5%.
A health-care provider diagnoses 10 patients during the study period and has a single 
patient not reported to the NTP, giving a point estimate that the level of under-reporting 
is 10% and an accompanying 95% confidence interval of 0.2–45%. This provider is clas-
sified as acceptable.

A2.2.3, the returned sample size n=57 corresponds to assumptions πg=0.05, N=1,000, d=0 and 
α=0.05. From these examples it is clear that the parameter with the most influence on the sam-
ple size is d.

A2.2.2 Classification of health-care providers

As explained in Section A2.2.1, the LQAS approach informs the decision of the required num-
ber of health-care providers n that need to be sampled, as well as the decision interval d of 
the number of allowable unacceptable providers, to determine if the country (or part of the 
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country) has a level of under-reporting that is less than a pre-specified acceptable level (e.g. 
5%). Following sampling, health-care providers are recruited into the study and data collection 
is established for a certain period of time (e.g. 3 months as indicated in Box 2.3). The level 
of under-reporting during that time is measured after record-linkage (described in detail in 
Chapter 4) as the percentage of diagnosed TB cases by the provider that also appear in the NTP 
database over the total number of diagnosed TB cases by the provider. 

It is not possible to know in advance how many TB cases each provider will diagnose during the 
study period. Furthermore, the number of cases diagnosed across providers will be quite var-
iable, especially if follow-up time is restricted to be the same for all providers.3 A strategy that 
characterizes health-care providers as acceptable or not, taking into consideration this variation 
in the number of diagnosed patients, is required - in particular to ensure that study results and 
conclusions are not unduly influenced by providers in which only small numbers of TB patients 
are diagnosed (see Box A2.2.4). These are some possible approaches:

1. Classify a health-care provider as acceptable or unacceptable based on the 95% con-
fidence interval around the best estimate of under-reporting, rather than the point 
estimate itself.

2. Restrict the sampling frame of health-care providers to include only providers that di-
agnose a minimum number of TB cases. Defining what this minimum number should 
be needs to be informed by experience in the field and empirical data.

3. Calculate the overall national (or sub-national) level of under-reporting as a weighted 
average of the level of under-reporting of the sampled health-care providers and com-
pare with πg. The total number of diagnosed cases could be used as the weight for each 
health-care provider. This is a hybrid LQAS approach that requires more field experi-
ence to be further studied and validated.

The rest of this section elaborates further on approach 1. We classify a health-care provider 
based on the 95% confidence interval around the best estimate of under-reporting, rather than 
the point estimate itself. Once monitoring of all providers is completed for the pre-specified 
study period, they can all be classified as acceptable, if the 95% confidence interval around the 
estimate of under-reporting includes the chosen threshold (e.g. 5%), or unacceptable, if the 
95% confidence interval around the estimate of under-reporting does not include the chosen 
threshold. If the sum of the total number of unacceptable providers is less than or equal to the 
decision interval d then the country overall (or the part of the country evaluated with the study) 
is considered to have a minimal level of under-reporting. If the total number of unacceptable 
providers is more than d then the level of under-reporting is above the minimal threshold πg.

3 We recommend fixing the same study period across all providers to avoid temporal differences that could bias results, but also as 
a practical solution to the logistical complications with providers that are very slow at recruiting cases.
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Table A2.2.2 provides some examples of confidence interval calculations around the percentage 
of under-reporting of a health-care provider, based on the binomial exact statistical approach. 
The number of unacceptable health-care providers from the total sampled will decide if national 
(or sub-national) level of under-reporting overall is acceptable or not.

Table A2.2.2: Example calculations for the percentage of patients under-reported 
in a health-care provider, and their 95% confidence intervals (based on the bino-
mial exact approach)

Total number of 
patients diagnosed

Total number of pa-
tients not reported

Percentage of 
health-care provider 

under-reporting 
(95% confidence 

interval)

Classification of 
health-care provider (5% val-
ue included in the confidence 

interval)

5 2 40 (6–85) Unacceptable

5 1 20 (1–72) Acceptable

10 3 30 (7–65) Unacceptable

10 1 10 (0.2–45) Acceptable

20 5 25 (9–49) Unacceptable

20 3 15 (3–38) Acceptable

30 5 17 (6–35) Unacceptable

35 6 17 (7–34) Unacceptable

40 6 15 (6–30) Unacceptable

45 6 13 (5–27) Acceptable

50 7 14 (6–27) Unacceptable

70 8 11 (5–21) Acceptable

80 10 13 (6–22) Unacceptable

90 10 11 (5–19) Acceptable

100 11 11 (6–19) Unacceptable

A2.2.3 A country example

A country example that illustrates the methods described in Section A2.2.1 and Section A2.2.2 
is provided in Box A2.2.5. 
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Box A2.2.5: A country example 

Country X has a low burden of TB disease and is widely thought to have one of the best 
performing TB surveillance systems in the world, with a strong NTP network spanning 
all (N=1240) health-care providers that diagnose TB in the country. The NTP believed 
that the level of under-reporting in the country was about πg=5%, and decided to embark 
on a nationwide inventory study to produce the scientific evidence needed to demon-
strate that this was the case. Different scenarios for the required sample size were inves-
tigated, and the country finally chose a sample size of 87 health-care providers, based on 
a decision interval d=1 of the number of allowable health-care providers that would be 
deemed unacceptable (defined as a confidence interval around the level of under-report-
ing that did not include the value 5%) and a margin of statistical error (of misclassifying 
the country as having a level of under-reporting of up to 5% when in reality it was high-
er) of α=0.05. 

Provider n1/n2
1

Percentage of 
under-reporting 

(95% confidence interval)
Classification

1 0/21 0 (0–16) Acceptable

2 1/5 20 (1–72) Acceptable

3 0/0 Not evaluable Not evaluable

…2 … … …

86 3/10 30 (7–65) Unacceptable

87 0/12 0 (0–26) Acceptable

88 0/4 0 (0–60) Acceptable
1 n1=number of TB cases diagnosed by the provider not found in the NTP lists, after record-linkage, 
n2=number of total diagnosed TB cases;
2 All providers not shown in the table have diagnosed at least one TB case during the study period and have 
all been classified as acceptable

From the total list of all 1240 health-care providers in the country, 87 were randomly 
selected to take part in the study for a period of 3 months each. The study team visited 
each of the selected providers and enrolled them in the study, asking them to produce 
and submit to the study team a list of all diagnosed TB cases during the study period. The 
abridged table above shows the main results from enrolled health-care providers.

Out of all sampled health-care providers, 1 was deemed unacceptable. Another did not 
diagnose any TB cases during the study period, hence it was not possible to assess the 
level of under-reporting, and was replaced by an additional health-care provider (which 
is why the total number of providers is 87+1). The evidence produced from this study 
suggests that the level of under-reporting in the country is less than 5%.
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Now that we have presented an overview of inventory studies and the 
principles of study design, it is time to turn to the practical steps that 
are needed to prepare and implement an inventory study. The first step 
is to develop a study protocol. Once the protocol has been finalized and 
approved (including by an ethics committee), the study team needs to 
be established, including identification and/or recruitment of staff with 
the appropriate qualifications and experience. In most cases, technical 
assistance will be required from a local research institution or external 
partner as it is not likely that the NTP will have enough experienced 
staff to implement an inventory study, especially if they have other full 
time responsibilities. As soon as the study team is in place, prepara-
tions for data collection can begin. In prospective study designs (three 
of the four options discussed in Chapter 2), a pilot study will be needed 
to test the proposed methods for mapping health-care providers and 
collecting data. Following the pilot and adjustment of study methods 
based on lessons learnt, full implementation (mapping providers and 
collection of data) can begin. During prospective data collection, it is 
essential that data are properly collected and managed, and that the 
study is appropriately monitored. The final stage is data analysis and 
the preparation of a final study report. 

This chapter presents each of the major components of an invento-
ry study. Further details related to the analysis of data are covered in 
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 
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3.1 Study protocol

The study protocol is an essential document that is fundamental to a high-quality inventory 
study; it should guide the work from start to finish. The protocol should outline the rationale for 
the study, its goal and objectives, methods for sampling, data collection and analysis, the collab-
orating partners involved, the study timeframe, the budget required (including for staff), ethical 
considerations and how findings will be disseminated and used. A good protocol will help to 
secure funding, and clear instructions and objectives in the protocol will assist team members 
to work together to achieve common goals. It also ensures consistency in the implementation 
of the study and helps to uphold the rights of study participants. The study protocol must be 
reviewed by an ethics committee and approved by public health authorities before the study is 
implemented [1]. 

3.2 Inventory study team

An inventory study is a large undertaking. It must be performed accurately and on budget, 
within a limited timeframe. This section outlines the key staff members of the inventory study 
team, including descriptions of their roles and responsibilities and the qualifications needed. 

3.2.1 Steering committee

A steering committee is an advisory committee typically composed of high-level executives 
and stakeholders. It is recommended that a steering committee be established, particularly as 
the results of the inventory study may be used to strengthen TB surveillance, implement PPM 
approaches and re-estimate the burden of the disease. In an inventory study, the steering com-
mittee should include stakeholders such as the NTP, the public health service, local research 
institutions and possibly the sponsor agency providing funding. The steering committee has the 
final responsibility for the study design, the study protocol, the quality of the study and the final 
study report. It is also responsible for preparing the study protocol.
 
3.2.2 Key staff members
 
Principal investigator. The principal investigator (PI) is a member of the steering committee 
and is the person responsible for all study activities. 

•	 Job description: the PI assembles an inventory study team that has all the expertise needed 
to design, implement and analyse the study. 

•	 Qualifications: at least 5 years of managerial experience in the field of public health; strong man-
agerial skills; an extensive knowledge of population-based studies and of TB control principles. 
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Data manager. The data manager leads the data management unit and reports to the PI. 

•	 Job description: the data manager coordinates data management and is responsible for 
data validation, storage and backing up of data. 

•	 Qualifications: proven extensive experience with data management in the context of re-
search studies; appropriate skills for building, managing and maintaining databases; ana-
lytical skills; and skills in the maintenance of adequate documentation. 

Epidemiologist. The epidemiologist reports to the PI and is involved from the planning stages 
to the preparation of the final report.

•	 Job description: the epidemiologist uses their knowledge of health systems and TB to 
help design the study, establish case definitions and ensure the study design is consistent 
with the study goal and objectives. They provide guidance during data collection, help to 
analyse and interpret results and contribute to writing the final report.  

•	 Qualifications: at least an MSc degree in epidemiology; proven experience with popu-
lation-based epidemiological studies, preferably including studies about TB; extensive 
knowledge of the health care system in the country. 

Statistician. The statistician reports to the PI and is involved from the planning stages to the 
preparation of the final report. 

•	 Job description: the statistician advises on study design, notably sampling design, works with 
the data manager to design and implement data collection forms and record-linkage proce-
dures, and plans and implements data analysis. They may also help to conduct data quality 
checks during prospective data collection and will contribute to preparing the final report. 

•	 Qualifications: at least an MSc in statistics; proven experience with the design and analy-
sis of studies with complex sampling designs.

Field team leaders. These are required for inventory studies in which prospective data col-
lection is required (likely to be most studies in TB endemic countries). Field team leaders su-
pervise the work performed by the field team members within a specific geographical area (or 
areas). An example is provided in Box 3.1.

•	 Job description: the job entails visiting the selected geographical area, organizing the 
mapping of providers, contacting and enrolling providers in the survey, and liaising with 
local and provincial authorities. 

•	 Qualifications: at least 2 years of experience in field work for survey or research projects; 
managerial skills; and knowledge of TB control principles. 
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Box 3.1: The composition of field teams in the 2010 Inventory study in Yemen and 
methods used to encourage participation 

In the 2010 inventory study in Yemen, there was one study coordinator for each district. 
Additional field officers were recruited in some districts with large number of non-NTP 
facilities. The role of these staff was to orient the non-NTP providers about the study, 
enroll them in the study after obtaining informed consent, visit each provider twice per 
month to ensure proper completion of the forms and to collect completed forms. They 
also regularly checked the status of notification of diagnosed cases and checked the di-
agnosis made by non-NTP care providers if the detected cases were not notified to the 
NTP. The field teams were supervised by the governorate coordinators (one per study 
governorate). The governorate coordinators followed the implementation of the survey 
in their governorate and made supervisory visits to all or some selected districts.
 
In the preparatory phase of the inventory study, letters were sent from the Ministry of 
Public Health (MOPH) to private and public health-care providers in the study gover-
norates to inform them about the study objectives and to ask them to collaborate with 
the field teams. The letters requested them to provide the field teams with the requested 
information to complete their research study, but did not request them to refer or no-
tify their cases to the NTP. Field workers wore badges labeled with the study title, their 
names and role in the study. They also carried copies of the MOPH letters to show them 
to the health-care providers during the first visit. This approach helped to ensure a very 
high participation rate in the study among non-NTP providers. The short duration of the 
field work (3 months) also helped to achieve a high participation rate.

Incentives were paid to field officers (see Appendix 3.3) per visit, with the amount paid 
according to the distance to the non-NTP facility from the district centre where the TB 
Basic Management Unit (BMU) was located. For example, 400 YR (just under US$2) 
was the incentive per visit to a facility within the centre of the district and YR 2000 (US$ 
9) was the incentive for facilities located in the outskirts of the district. The per diem of 
the governorate coordinator during field visits was YR 3200 (US$ 15); the visit would 
last 2 days since travel to the study district was required. The monthly cost of field and 
supervisory visits in Hodeida governorate was YR 488,000 (US$ 2270); further details 
are provided in Appendix 3.3. Incentives were also given to NTP staff, who were made 
aware that study activities should be part of their routine daily work in TB control. As a 
result, the NTP has been able to sustain the engagement of non-NTP providers after the 
completion of the study with limited resources. 

Chapter 3: Preparing and implementing an inventory study
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Field team members. The field team members work under the direct supervision of the field 
team leaders. 

•	 Job description: mapping providers within selected geographical areas; visiting providers 
regularly during data collection; and reporting to their assigned field team leader. 

•	 Qualifications: experience in field survey or research work.

Study monitor. The study monitor is usually from an external organization and monitors the 
study impartially to ensure compliance with the study protocol, to ensure that quality is assured 
and that ethical standards are met. The study monitor works in close collaboration with field 
team members, the data manager and the PI. The study monitor reports to the Steering Com-
mittee and to the sponsor. 

•	 Job description: works in close collaboration with the PI; ensures compliance of opera-
tions with the study protocol and completeness and accuracy of the data. 

•	 Qualifications: at least one year of experience in field research work or clinical trials; ex-
tensive diplomatic skills to ensure effective interactions with the PI and field team mem-
bers.

3.2.3 Technical assistance

An assessment of the skills and expertise of study staff should be conducted before initiating 
the study to ensure capacity for its design, implementation, analysis, and dissemination. If addi-
tional assistance is needed, a technical agency or research institute with experience in conduct-
ing inventory studies should be approached.  

3.3 Field activities: mapping of providers and data collection

This section applies to inventory studies with a prospective design only (see Chapter 2). In coun-
tries where a national TB surveillance database as well as other national case-based databases 
(e.g. a national health insurance database and a comprehensive hospital database) with unique 
identifiers (such as a national identity number) are available, and standard TB case definitions 
are used in these databases, field-work to collect data prospectively is unnecessary.

Once the study protocol has been written and the team established, it is possible for field team 
members to begin mapping and enrolling providers, providing them with instructions and col-
lecting information about the TB cases that they diagnose and treat. 

Study duration (typically 3 months) should be calculated in accordance with principles in Chapter 2. 
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3.3.1 Mapping and enrolment of providers

All care providers within the geographical areas selected for the study who may prescribe TB 
diagnostic tests are potentially eligible to participate in the study (the selection of geographical 
areas is explained in Chapter 2). Eligible providers are described in Table 3.1. It is important to 
note that because TB can affect any organ, private clinicians working in a variety of specialties 
should be consulted and enrolled in the study. Eligible providers within selected areas are then 
invited to participate in the study and to document details about new TB cases they detect over 
the study period. In large hospitals, it may be necessary to ask the heads of medical wards to co-
ordinate their staff so that all practitioners who might prescribe TB diagnostic tests participate 
in the study. The study participants are then defined as the health-care providers and laboratory 
staff that deliver care to TB suspects and patients in the selected areas and who consented to 
participate in the study. An example template of a form to help with the mapping of health-care 
providers is illustrated in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.1: Types of TB service providers

Public Private

•	 Public hospitals

•	 University hospitals (governmental)

•	 Public health insurance institutions

•	 Ministry of Interior or Justice (prisons)

•	 Ministry of Defence (military) 

•	 Laboratories

•	 Health clinics

•	 Others (depending on the country setting)

•	 Private hospitals

•	 Private teaching hospitals (private univer-
sities)

•	 Private clinics

•	 Individual private practitioners

•	 NGOs

•	 Laboratories (including microbiology lab-
oratories performing microbiological TB 
diagnostic tests, pathology laboratories 
performing histopathological diagnosis of 
extrapulmonary TB and radiology units)

•	 Others such as private pharmacists if they 
prescribe medicines and indigenous prac-
titioners if they diagnose TB and prescribe 
TB medicines 
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Table 3.2: Example template for mapping of providers

Geographical area: 

Name of Field team leader:

Facility 
name

Facility 
type

Facility 
speciali-
zation

Address Name 
of the 

contact 
person

Email Tele-
phone

Work-
load 

of TB 
suspects 
per week

Preferred 
time for 

visit

Consent 
given 
(Y/N)

Remarks

            
3.3.2 Instructions to providers 

Providers enrolled in the study should be given instructions stating that the purpose of the 
study is to document the number of TB cases that they detect in order to improve the assess-
ment of the burden of disease caused by TB (see Appendix 3.4). If reporting is mandatory by 
law, then the instructions should not make any reference to mandatory reporting of TB; forms 
and documents should not have visible links to NTP policies and documents. The reason is to 
limit the tendency of study participants to change their behaviour simply because they know 
they are being observed as part of a study (known as the “Hawthorne effect”). The Hawthorne 
effect would result in more TB cases being reported to the NTP by providers who would other-
wise have failed to report cases. 

Providers should also be informed that the investigations they order to diagnose TB will be 
reviewed by the study investigators to ensure the use of consistent case definitions (see Chapter 
1 for WHO case definitions). Non-NTP and laboratory providers will be instructed to enter in-
formation into the non-NTP and laboratory registers respectively, which are further described 
in Section 3.4 on data collection. The forms collected by the field team members will be submit-
ted to the field team leader of each geographical area for review before submission to the data 
manager. 

3.3.3 Non-notified cases 

When cases are recorded by providers in the data collection forms used in the inventory study, 
the subsequent steps taken will depend on the laboratory where the diagnosis was performed. If 
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investigations were done in a quality-assured laboratory then they can be accepted as the final, 
definitive results. If the investigations were done in a laboratory with undocumented quality, the 
provider and patient will be contacted to ask the patient to confirm the diagnosis, for example 
by sending specimens to another quality-assured laboratory, using an identity card specific to 
the study patients to avoid registration of that case in an NTP register. The field team members 
are responsible for informing non-NTP providers about the correct regimen and guidelines if 
they are not in place, and as much as possible, should ensure that cases diagnosed at non-NTP 
facilities are treated at these facilities according to NTP guidelines. 

Incentives may be needed to ensure the compliance of non-NTP providers with study require-
ments. At the end of the study, the identified non-NTP cases should be officially registered, if 
they have not already been done so, and their treatment outcome should be reported.

3.4 Data collection and management

Data collection and data management are crucial aspects of implementing an inventory study: 
the accuracy and reliability of the final results are dependent on these processes. A data man-
agement plan documenting all data management procedures should be developed before the 
study to ensure all data management activities are correctly and uniformly followed. A data 
management unit headed by an experienced data manager should also be established to take 
overall responsibility for data management activities and to ensure their quality. 

It is necessary to create at least two electronic registers such as an NTP register; and a non-NTP 
register and/or a laboratory register. Each of these registers is explained in more detail below 
and example templates are illustrated in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. The data collection includes 
a patient ID used with a bar code, national ID number, or specific patient ID code that will be 
used to compile complete records (Figure 3.3), for example to combine laboratory results with 
register information. Ideally, a personal identification number, such as a national social security 
number unique to each resident, will be assigned to each TB case. However, in many countries 
there is no unique identifier that can be used, and proxy identifiers will have to be used, such as 
name, date of birth and sex (see Chapter 4 and [1]). 

3.4.1 NTP register

If it is not already available at the NTP, an electronic case-based database needs to be developed 
for the TB patients notified to the NTP during the study period (e.g. 3 months) and the 3 months 
before and after the study period (see Chapter 2). This is necessary to allow for cross-checking 
and confirming the notification status of non-NTP cases (see also Chapter 1 and Chapter 4). 
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Figure 3.3: Examples of patient identification cards

Using National ID No. 

National ID No. 
###################

Patient full name: 

Referring Facility: Date:

Using Bar code  

Bar code 
###################

Patient full name: 

Referring Facility: Date:

Using a Study Identifier 

IDNO

         

Patient full name: 

Referring Facility: Date:

In terms of the variables for which data are recorded, this electronic TB register will be identical 
to the TB registers routinely used by the NTP, which are still paper-based in many countries. 
Key variables included in the register are patient identifiers, geographical area, type of TB case 
(for case definitions see Chapter 1) and category of provider (for example, NTP, private or pub-
lic non-NTP).

3.4.2 Non-NTP register

An electronic case-based register of all TB cases diagnosed by non-NTP providers must also be 
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created. Records for TB cases from non-NTP providers should be classified by source: for ex-
ample, private providers, hospitals, laboratories or health insurance, and then entered into the 
database system. Key variables included in the register are patient identifiers, geographical area 
and type of TB case. An example is shown in Figure 3.1. 

3.4.3 Laboratory register

A paper-based laboratory register must be established in each of the non-NTP laboratories and 
should be completed by a laboratory technician designated by the head of the laboratory. An 
example template is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Key variables included in the register are patient 
name, contact address with telephone number, date of birth, sex, source of referral, date of 
receipt of specimen, number and results of specimens examined, and other investigations, for 
example histological examinations. The national ID number can also be added to the form if 
there is universal coverage in the country.

3.4.4 Database software

The choice of software (not Excel) to build the necessary relational database should be guided 
by the experience of the data manager. Preferably, the software should include robust security. It 
is essential that the software programme offers mechanisms to ensure that invalid values cannot 
be entered. Extensive guidance on data management principles and good practices is available 
in Tuberculosis prevalence surveys: a handbook. [1] and in Electronic recording and reporting for 
tuberculosis control [2].

3.5 Monitoring

Monitoring and data quality assurance are carried out through routine data verification and 
validation, supervisory visits and adequate training. They are essential for the successful imple-
mentation of the record-linkage phase of an inventory study described in Chapter 4.

3.5.1 Routine data verification and validation 

Registers should be checked for their completeness and the quality of collected data, such as 
correct filling of information according to the right codes and internal consistency. Facilities 
with a low workload can be contacted by telephone until they have a sizable number of forms to 
be collected. Having the cell phone numbers of the providers is crucial for monitoring the reg-
istration of cases and to agree on the timing of each visit. Electronic records should be quality 
assured to ensure their completeness and accuracy [1].
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3.5.2 Supervisory visits

Supervisory visits are conducted by the PI and the study monitor together with the data man-
agement unit. A supervision plan is developed based on the number of geographical areas to be 
sampled (discussed in Chapter 2). The frequency of visits could be weekly, fortnightly or once 
per month according to the number of geographical areas, the number of non-NTP providers, 
and logistic considerations such as transportation facilities, distances to be covered and cost. A 
standardised process for supervisory visits is strongly recommended, facilitated by a standard 
checklist that is used at each visit. A template for the checklist is available in the Annex. The 
template includes information about the extent of participation of the mapped providers, data 
quality, verification of the status of diagnosis and registration made at the non-NTP facilities, 
and ensuring adequate diagnosis and treatment of all cases in both NTP and non-NTP facili-
ties. A feedback report is then prepared and discussed with field team leaders. The supervisory 
team should then follow-up on the implementation of the corrective measures. An example of 
a supervision checklist is illustrated in Appentix 3.1. 

3.5.3 Adequate training with emphasis on the potential sources of errors

All field team members should adequately understand the details of the study, how to brief the 
non-NTP providers on filling in the forms, how to review the collected forms, and sources of 
errors and bias. The pilot stage of the study may be used to identify issues and to strengthen the 
training phase. 
 

3.6 Ethical considerations 

Several ethical issues must be considered when implementing an inventory study. Inventory 
studies involve the collection of confidential data from patients in order to generate aggregat-
ed indicators. Surveillance activities are typically not considered research and do not require 
ethical approval. In some countries, inventory studies will not be considered research while in 
others, they will be considered research. 

The purpose of ethics approval is to secure the safety of study participants, to ensure confidenti-
ality and privacy and to protect the rights and dignity of people involved in the study. Research 
with human beings is guided by bioethical principles outlined in internationally recognised 
documents including the Nuremberg Code [3] and the World Medical Association’s Declara-
tion of Helsinki [4]. The Nuremberg Code upholds the principle of voluntary participation and 
informed consent. The Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences (CIOMS) 
has published a document called International Ethical Guidelines for Epidemiological Studies [5]. 
This document is relevant to epidemiological studies and asserts the centrality of beneficence, 
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respect for persons, and highlights the need to treat populations and individuals fairly. 

The inventory study team should consult with the appropriate ethical review committee and en-
sure the study design complies with ethical requirements and gain ethical approval if necessary. 
WHO has issued general guidance on ethics in the context of TB control and epidemiological 
research that should be reviewed [6, 7].

In an inventory study, the team performing the study is different from the group of data cus-
todians responsible for the secure collection, use and disclosure of the original data. In most 
countries, nominal information collected for administrative and regulatory purposes may be 
used later for further analysis and research so long as: the project is ethically acceptable and 
scientifically valid; data are only released under formal arrangements; appropriate confidenti-
ality and security safeguards are guaranteed; and the results of the linkage procedures should 
only to be released to other researchers without identifiers. However, in some countries, data or 
information acquired by an agency for “purely statistical purposes” can be used only for statisti-
cal purposes and cannot be shared with identifiers for any other purpose without the informed 
consent of the involved persons [8, 9]. In this regard, it is important to note that NTP and other 
TB registries serve other purposes than the pure estimation of TB burden. Case-management, 
for example, is one of the key objectives in recording such data.

Inventory studies aim to identify TB patients diagnosed in public or private services that have 
not been notified to the NTP registry. Apart from estimating TB burden, the result of these 
studies can immediately contribute to improving national TB surveillance systems by clarifying 
the particular characteristics of records of TB cases not notified to the NTP and where and why 
the compulsory notification system failed. Non-notified patients found as a result of these stud-
ies may also directly benefit from the study. For instance, confirmatory diagnostic procedures 
may be performed, inappropriate treatment schemes may be changed in favour of the nationally 
recommended ones and access to free treatment may be granted. The public good which will 
result from inventory studies and linkage procedures largely outweighs the minimal risk of 
potential loss of privacy.
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Appendix 3.1 Supervision checklist

Geographical Area  Date Review period

1. Coverage

Public Non-NTP providers in the district 
Number of existing private  non-NTP 
providers  in the district

Number of private non-NTP providers 
engaged in the study

Prisons 

Military services 

University hospitals 

Public hospitals 

Others (add rows and specify)

Private Non-NTP providers in the district 
Number of existing private  non-NTP 
providers  in the district

Number of private non-NTP providers 
engaged in the study

Private clinics 

Private hospitals

NGOs

Private university hospitals 

Faith-based services 

Private polyclinics 

Others (add rows and specify)

2. Data quality Public non-NTP providers Private non-NTP providers 

Hard copies of forms

Total number of collected cards in the 
district 

Number with missing or incomplete in-
formation  

Type of missing/incomplete variables 
(list)

Number with errors 

Type of errors (list)
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Timeliness of collecting the cards (Num-
ber of field workers who submit the filled 
cards before the deadline out of all)   

Cross-checking the forms with database  
(random sample using ID code)

Number with errors 

Type of errors (list)

3. Verification of diagnosis made by 
non-NTP providers

Public non-NTP providers Private non-NTP providers 

Total number of suspects identified by 
non-NTP providers

Number of suspects for whom diagnosis 
was verified by the NTP 

Number of cases diagnosed by non-NTP 
providers for whom diagnosis was veri-
fied by the NTP

4. Verification  of the status of registra-
tion at NTP: quality, misclassification  

Public non-NTP providers Private non-NTP providers 

Is the status of registration of  cases di-
agnosed by non-NTP providers and with 
a diagnosis confirmed by the NTP reg-
ularly checked in the TB register by the 
district TB coordinator?

Are cases with a confirmed diagnosis 
that were not originally registered in the 
district TB register being registered in a 
separate register at the district level (and 
not in the main district TB register) until 
the end of the study?  What is their num-
ber? ( *see below note)

5. Ethical issues Public non-NTP providers Private non-NTP providers 

Informed consent was taken from all 
participants 

NTP informs non-NTP provider about 
the correct regimen/and guidelines, 
when needed 

Cases diagnosed by non-NTP providers 
and with diagnosis confirmed by the 
NTP treated by non-NTP providers ac-
cording to NTP guidelines?
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Appendix 3.2 Budget template

Activities
Input 

description/
TOR

Measurement 
unit

Quantity Frequency
Unit cost 

(US$)
Total cost 

(US$)

Human 
resources and 
field work

Survey coordi-
nator

Coordination 
and monitoring 
the project

Person months 1 6

1 epidemiol-
ogist 

Data manage-
ment 

Person months 1 6

1 statistician 
Data manage-
ment 

Person months 1 6

Field supervi-
sors 

Supervisory 
visits   at dis-
trict level

Person days 12 6

Field subsidies 
for district 
supervisors  
and non-NTP 
coordinators

Data collection 
from non-NTP 
(every 2 weeks)

Person days 195 7

Subtotal

Training and 
workshops 

Participants

Field and 
district 
supervisors, 
5 non-NTP 
coordinators

Per diem 53 4

Facilitators
Project coordi-
nator, project 
manager

Per diem 2 4

Refreshment 
and logistics

Per workshop 1 4

Subtotal 

Local Travel 

Air travel 
From central 
unit to far 
districts 

Per travel 3 3
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Local transpor-
tation

Cost of fuel Per visit 207 7

Subtotal 

International 
technical 
assistance 

M&E missions 
of international 
experts

International 
technical 
assistance

Per person 
per mission 

3 2

Subtotal 

Office equip-
ment and 
stationery 

Printing of 
forms 

Data collec-
tion forms

Lump sum 1 1

Stationery Lump sum

Subtotal

Data entry, 
management, 
analysis and 
reporting

Data entry
Data entry 
for NTP and 
non-NTP 

Person 
month

2 7

Final Data 
cleaning and 
management 

International 
technical 
assistance

Per person 1 1

Data analysis 
and reporting

International 
technical 
assistance

Person 
month

2 2

Subtotal 

Communica-
tion facilities

Telephone 
cards for cell 
phones, mailing 
etc.

Communica-
tion facilities 

Every 2 
weeks 

207 7

Subtotal 
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Dissemi-
nation of 
results 

Meeting

One meeting 
for dissem-
ination of 
results

Per event 1 1

Subtotal 

Contingency 
cost 

5% of the 
total

Total budget 
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Appendix 3.3 Budget for monthly visits and incentives in the 2010 
inventory study in Yemen

Total 
incentives for 

2 monthly 
visits

Incentives for the field visits by the survey teams (Yemeni Rials (YR)) 
US$1=215 YR

Number of 
targeted facilities

Hodeida
governorate 

Total 
incentives 

for one visit  
for all facil-
ities in the 

districts

Total 
incentives 

for the 
visits  in 

the district 
outskirts

Total incen-
tives for the 

visits  in 
the district 

centre

Incentives 
for the 

visit per 
facility in 

the district 
centre

Incentives 
for the 

visit per 
facility  
in the 

district 
centre

Facilities 
in district 
outskirts

Facilities 
in district 

centre
Districts

58400 29200 0 29200  400 0 73 Elmina

60000 30000 8000 22000 2000 400 4 55 Elhok

56400 28200 12000 16400 2000 400 6 41 Elhaly

18400 9200 0 9200  400 0 23 Bagel

4800 2400 0 2400  400 0 6 Elgerahi

6400 3200 0 3200  400 0 8 Elkanawos

19600 9800 1600 8400 800 400 2 21 BetElfakih

3600 1800 800 1200 800 400 1 3 Elzeydeya

8000 4000 0 4000  400 0 10 Elmansouria

4800 2400 0 2400  400 0 6 Hess

4000 2000 0 2000  400 0 5 Elhegela

12800 6400 2400 4000 800 400 3 10 Elmerawgha

44000 22000 13600 8400 800 400 17 21 Zobeid

9600 4800 800 4000 800 400 1 10 ElTahteya

4800 2400 800 1600 800 400 1 4 Elderihmi

20000 10000 4800 5200 800 400 6 13 Eldoha

5600 2800 0 2800  400 0 7 Ellehya

3200 1600 0 1600  400 0 4 Elmoneira

12800 6400 0 6400  400 0 16 ElZahra

8800 4400 1600 2800 800 400 2 7 Elmokhlaf

366000 183000 46400 123600   43 343 TOTAL
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Appendix 3.4 Instructions to health-care providers (Yemen 2010)

Healthcare providers’ name:

Subject: Registration of tuberculosis cases detected in the public and private health care facili-
ties. 

The Ministry of Public Health, with technical support from the World Health Organization, is 
conducting a project aiming at registering all tuberculosis cases detected in public and private 
healthcare facilities in your governorate. 

In this connection, we urge you to:

•	 Register all tuberculosis suspects or cases, pulmonary and extra-pulmonary, identified 
and diagnosed in your facility using the standard forms enclosed herewith and as ex-
plained by the field researchers;

•	 Collaborate with the field researchers in conducting this study and facilitate their visits 
(every 2 weeks) aiming at monitoring progress, evaluating the quality of field work im-
plementation and collecting the completed forms;   

•	 Monitor and supervise the completion of the forms by your staff and solve problems 
faced by the field workers, if any. 

We look forward for your active participation for controlling this public health problem. 

Signed by: NTP manager, directors of surveillance and primary health care. 

Copies to: Minister, director generals of the targeted governorates and all field workers during 
their initial visit to map the facility and enrol the healthcare provider in the study. 
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Chapter 4
Record-linkage
Author: Ana Bierrenbach

This chapter is intended primarily for epidemiologists and statisticians who 
are involved in or have an interest in inventory studies. However, the key prin-
ciples and methods are expected to be understood by a more general audience. 

Record-linkage is a process that aims to accurately identify whether two or more 
records relate to the same individual. When consolidating several different da-
tabases into one central database, record-linkage is used to find duplicates. Re-
cord-linkage can be performed manually by visually comparing records. However, 
this becomes labour intensive, tedious and inefficient as the number of records 
increases. The process of record-linkage is usually performed on a computer; tech-
nological advances in software have made it possible to perform efficient and ac-
curate record-linkage within or between large datasets. 

Record-linkage is an essential part of inventory studies used to estimate TB un-
der-reporting. Inventory studies require different sources of patient information 
to be collated in order to obtain an accurate estimate of diagnosed TB cases, in-
cluding data from public case notifications, private clinicians and laboratory regis-
tries. In the course of the disease, a patient may attend several health-care facilities 
and be counted more than once when the data from public and private practices 
is compiled in an inventory study. Record-linkage enables the identification of all 
records belonging to the same individual, so that each case is only counted once. 
It is important to remove duplicates because if this is not done, the number of di-
agnosed TB cases counted in the study may be artificially increased and the results 
may be skewed. 

This chapter outlines how to perform record-linkage as part of a TB inventory 
study of under-reporting. It presents the two major types of record-linkage (de-
terministic linkage and probabilistic linkage) and describes the main steps in the 
record-linkage process, including the tools and techniques that can be used to im-
plement it. An example of record-linkage based on the kind of data that would be 
generated from an inventory study in Egypt is used to illustrate the methods that 
are described. Finally, the different record-linkage software programs are summa-
rized.
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4.1 Deterministic and probabilistic record-linkage

In deterministic record-linkage, two records are said to match if one or more individual iden-
tifiers, such as name or age, are identical. In contrast, if identical individual identifiers are not 
available, probabilistic record-linkage matches two records based on a score that reflects the 
probability that the records relate to the same person. The choice of deterministic or probabil-
istic record-linkage depends on the purpose of the linkage. Some researchers believe that the 
hierarchical rules in deterministic record-linkage give better control over the specificity of the 
matches [1]. If this is so, where the vital status of individual patients is being studied, it is be best 
to use deterministic methods. However, when the linkage is done for the purpose of studying 
population-based characteristics, probabilistic methods could be used given that the observed 
false-positives and false-negatives would tend to cancel out. However, not many comparative 
studies have been performed to accept or reject this idea. 

4.1.1 Deterministic record-linkage

In deterministic record-linkage, the detection of duplicates involves finding all records that 
contain exactly the same data in one or more fields. The process is far easier if there is one 
personal identifier that is common to all databases used. A personal identifier should have the 
characteristics outlined below. It must be:

1) Unique – no two people should share the same identifier;
2) Universal  – available to every member of the population under study;
3) Permanent  – should remain unchanged throughout the study period;
4) Accurate – allow no, or very little, mistakes; 
5) Reasonable – bring forth no objection to its disclosure to intended users;
6) Simple;
7) Known.

The United States Social Security number and the United Kingdom National Health Service 
number are examples of personal identifiers that could be used in inventory studies performed 
in these countries. If a single, common personal identifier is not available, a combination of 
variables can be put together to allow the unique discrimination of records, for example, the 
combination of “name of patient”, “name of patient’s mother” and “date of birth”. It is advisable 
not to base deterministic record-linkage on a single identifier such as the “name of patient” 
variable, as homonyms exist in most countries. 

4.1.2 Probabilistic record-linkage

Probabilistic linkage is defined as record-linkage that is based on a score that reflects the prob-

Chapter 4: Record-linkage
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ability that the records relate to the same person or entity. Probabilistic methods can be divided 
into classical [2] and newer approaches [3]. The classical approach follows the theory that was 
developed by Fellegi and Sunter in 1969 [2]. The probabilities are calculated taking into con-
sideration how similar each of several matching fields are and also how frequent the values 
observed on the matching fields are in relation to those of the other records in the files being 
compared, or even to the values observed in the population as a whole. To compare the similar-
ity of matching fields, probabilistic linkage software programs make use of the edit distance and 
similarity measures discussed later in this chapter. 

Probabilistic record-linkage is uncertain in nature and should only be used in the absence of 
unique, exact and reliable individual identifiers.

Computer-based calculations are made based on the discriminating power of each field. 
Agreement or disagreement weights are assigned for each field and these weights are usually 
added together to get a combined score that represents the probability that the records refer to 
the same person. This is how the classical Fellegi and Sunter model works [2]: it simply sums up 
all the weights to produce a total weight for each pair, and then uses two thresholds to classify 
the pair into one of the three classes: matches, non-matches or possible matches. The results of a 
classification are stored in an ordered way in the dataset to be presented to the users. A detailed 
discussion of match weights and probability matching can be found in many publications [2-5]. 
The sensitivity of the linkage process can usually be improved by performing several cycles (or 
passes) over the data using different matching and blocking fields, and submitting the matching 
variables to different algorithms for approximate string comparisons.

4.2 The main steps in the record-linkage process

Record-linkage consists of several steps: pre-processing; the selection of matching variables; 
blocking or indexing; searching and scoring, and a manual review. These steps are outlined in 
detail below. Apart from the scoring step which applies to probabilistic matching only, all other 
steps apply to both deterministic and probabilistic linkage processes. The differences in their 
use and relevance are highlighted in each subsection.

4.2.1 Pre-processing

Pre-processing of data is an essential first step in the record-linkage process. The data to be 
used may be recorded in different formats and may contain errors, inconsistencies and missing 
items. The aim of the pre-processing phase is to clean and standardize the data used in the re-
cord-linkage process. Possible data transformations include:
•	 Removal of commas and other punctuation marks. This is particularly important if the 
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file has to be transformed into a delimited format, such as “Comma separated variable 
format” (CSV), in order to be used by the linkage software program;

•	 Removal of leading, trailing or internal unnecessary blanks;
•	 Correction of upper/lower case variations;
•	 Removal of numbers from variables that should be purely composed of letters and 

vice-versa;
•	 Removal of accent marks;
•	 Removal of terms indicating lack of information (e.g. “don’t know”, “unknown”, “uniden-

tified”, “n/a”, ..);
•	 Standardization of date formats;
•	 Standardization of terms used in addresses (e.g. “St.” could be replaced by “Street”, “Sq.” 

by “Square”,..); 
•	 Standardization of the order of the address elements;
•	 Replacement of obvious spelling variations with standard spelling for common words 

and names.

Some record-linkage software programs have basic pre-processing functions. However, to per-
form thorough pre-processing of the data, a more robust alternative is to make use of general 
purpose programming languages like Python, Perl and Ruby, or more specialised languages 
such as R. Moreover, knowledge of regular expressions is essential to allow for matching com-
plex patterns of text with minimal effort [6].

Several methods outlined below may be used in the pre-processing stage to increase the ability 
of record-linkage to find related records. 

4.2.1.1 Parsing

Parsing involves partitioning a string variable into its component parts, for example into the 
first, middle and last names of a person. Parsing can be used to increase the sensitivity of the de-
terministic linkage in finding related records: individual fields make better duplicate detection 
candidates if the field is split into two or more fields. 

4.2.1.2 Substringing

Substringing is another method used to increase sensitivity. It involves separating a determined 
number of characters from a string. Obviously, other pieces of data would still need to be used 
in order to determine whether a link should actually be classified as a match. A trade-off exists 
between an increase in sensitivity and the undesired consequence of loss of specificity.

Chapter 4: Record-linkage
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4.2.1.3 Phonetic coding systems

Phonetic coding involves coding a string based on how it is pronounced, so that it can be linked 
despite minor spelling or typographical differences. The Soundex system is used for phonetic 
coding. It was developed in 1918 and is based on how names are pronounced in English. Its 
code consists of the first letter of the name followed by three numerical digits representing the 
remaining consonants. Similar sounding consonants share the same digit. The following steps 
are used to transform a name into a Soundex code: 

1) Keep the first letter of the name and drop all other occurrences of a, e, h, i, o, u, w, y
2) After the first letter, replace consonants with digits as follows: 

•	 b, f, p, v  1
•	 c, g, j, k, q, s, x, z  2
•	 d, t  3
•	 l  4
•	 m, n  5
•	 r  6

3) Replace adjacent letters coded with the same number as a single number

Continue until you have one letter and three numbers. If the name is short with less than three 
consonants to be replaced, fill in 0s until there are three numbers.

Some examples of Soundex codes are outlined Table 4.1 below.

Table 4.1: Examples of Soundex codes

gandhi G530 jeberson J162 john J500 mohamed M530
gandii G530 jeferson J162 johny J500 monat M530
gante G530 jeferzon J162 jonas J520 muhamed M530
ghandi G530 jefferson J162 jonathan J535 muhammed M530
ghandy G530 joversen J162 jonnotahn J535 nuhamed N530

A far more discriminative code may be created by adding together the codes for the first, middle 
and last names of a person, e.g. Mohammed Abdullah M530A134.

The Soundex system works well with Anglo-Saxon and many European names, but not for names 
which are short, as is the case for many very common names, names with a high percentage of 
vowels, or some names that are not Anglo-Saxon in origin. Variants of the coding system have 
been developed to address these limitations, such as Phonex, NYSIIS and Double-Metaphone. 
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Phonetic coding is often used to create blocking variables in the probabilistic linkage process. 
In the deterministic linkage process, it creates modifications of the original matching variables 
to be compared in between records.

4.2.2 Selecting matching variables

Suitable variables must be selected to match records. The variable should be chosen based on its 
ability to discriminate between different records. If a variable has many different values then it 
has a higher discriminative power.  For example, a comparison between two different records 
containing the same last name has greater discriminating power if the name is rare rather than 
common. Variables with high proportions of missing values are not very useful for matching 
variables. As methods for probability matching depend on making comparisons between each 
of several variables with identifying information, variables like “name”, “date of birth”, “name of 
mother” and “address” are commonly used jointly. If it was not possible to satisfactorily arrange 
the order of the elements in the “address” variable in the pre-processing phase, it may be best 
not to choose it as a matching variable. It may be used as a matching variable in later linkage 
cycles or it may only be used in the manual verification of uncertain linked pairs. 

4.2.3 Blocking

Potentially, each record in one file has to be compared with every record in a second file. For 
files with large numbers of records, the total number of possible pairs is too large for practical 
computation. While the number of records to be compared increases linearly, the computation-
al task, and therefore the time spent in performing searches, increases quadratically. To reduce 
the number of comparisons, blocking(indexing) techniques are typically used. The data sets are 
split into smaller blocks using one or more blocking variables, and only within these blocks are 
records compared between the files.

“Sex” may be a good blocking variable in the sense that not many records are likely to be wrong-
ly classified or to have missing variables in this field. However, blocking by sex only splits the file 
into two parts. Choosing “district of residence” as a blocking variable will certainly have a high-
er impact in increasing the efficiency of searching. However, the records of patients that have 
moved from one district to another during the study period will not be paired. Phonetic codes 
of names or last names, date of birth and postcode are commonly used as blocking variables. 

4.2.4 Searching and Scoring

This is the core of the linkage process and the phase in which the computer will do the work 
for you. In the probabilistic linkage process, the computer program searches probable pairs of 
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records, estimating the probability that the pairs relate to the same person, calculating linkage 
scores and displaying the results to the user in an ordered way. 

In the deterministic linkage process, several consecutive matching strategies are combined in 
a hierarchical way, beginning with the use of the more specific / less sensitive ones [8]. The 
computer program does not actually calculate scores, but it does display to the user in which 
strategies the pairs of records were created.

Both processes make use of so-called “edit distance measures”. These measures are essential in 
probabilistic linkage as the numerical values they return are used to compute matching weights 
for string fields like names and addresses. In the deterministic linkage process, they may be 
used as part of one or more matching strategies, as shown below.

Edit distance measures, also known as string comparator metrics, are used to compare strings at 
the character or the term level. The Levenshtein distance [3] works on the character level and 
counts the minimum number of deletions, substitutions and insertions required to transform 
one string into the other. The greater the distance, the more different the strings are.

As longer strings are more likely to have greater Levenshtein distances, some corrections for the 
length of string have been proposed. For example, a similarity measure between 0 and 1 may 
be obtained by subtracting the distance from the length of the longer string and then dividing 
the result by the length of the longer string.

An example of Levenshtein distance and similarity measure is illustrated in Box 4.1.

Box 4.1: An example of Levenshtein distance and similarity measures

Frankenstein X Fronckensteen

Distance = 3 (substitution of “a” with “o”, insertion of “c” and substitution of “i” with “e”) 

Similarity = 0.77 = (13-3)/13

The Levenshtein distance and some of its simple variants, like the Damerau-Levenshtein dis-
tance and the Hamming distance are mostly suited for handling spelling or typographical 
errors [4, 5]. The Damerau-Levenshtein distance allows not only deletions, substitutions and 
insertions but also the transposition of two adjacent characters, like John and Jonh while the 
Hamming distance allows only substitutions. 
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Other string comparator measures have been developed to deal with more complex variations 
in name representations [7]. They take into account not only the length of the strings being 
compared, but also the kind of errors that are more frequently made and where in the string 
(beginning/middle/end) these kinds of errors are more likely to occur. Different kinds of errors 
in different places of the string are given different weights. There are some string comparator 
measures, like the Smith-Waterman distance, that give a smaller “penalty” for abbreviations 
in the middle names (John Kevin Smith X John K Smith) and for simple transpositions of the 
terms in a string (John Smith X Smith John). Others, like the Jaro-Winkler distance, are fit for 
names that tend to have errors towards the end of the string (Abdullah X Abdullag), among 
other attributes.

An example of a hierarchical algorithm used in deterministic linkage is provided in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: An example of a hierarchical algorithm used in deterministic 
record-linkage

Rules Name of patient Date of birth
Name of patient’s 

mother

1 Exact Exact Exact

2 Exact Exact
Same Soundex 
code

3 Exact
Levenshtein 
distance of 1

Exact

4 Exact
Levenshtein 
distance of 1

Same Soundex 
code

5 Same 4-
character substring

Exact Exact

In a typical probabilistic record-linkage, the histogram of the score frequency of observed pairs 
will show a bimodal distribution (Figure 4.1). There is a bigger mode of pairs with low scores 
and a smaller mode with high scores. Pairs around and below the bigger mode can usually be 
classified as non-matches without a need for further review. The same is true for pairs around 
and above the smaller mode, which can be directly classified as matches. The problem lies in the 
so called grey zone in between the two modes, where pairs demand further review so as to be 
satisfactorily classified. 
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of scores obtained for observed pairs
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It takes some experience with probabilistic linkage to be able to select score cut-off points that 
will separate the matches from non-matches. The process tends to be a trade-off between being 
confident that all matches are correctly identified and not leaving too much work for the man-
ual review process. It is preferable to start with the default cut-off values recommended by the 
selected software program. 

4.2.5 Manual review

The final step in record-linkage is the manual review. The manual review is the process of man-
ually looking over uncertain linkages in the grey zone and then classifying them as matches or 
non-matches. When manually reviewing data, intuition is used in combination with an intrin-
sic knowledge of the frequency of names and addresses in the population to help decide wheth-
er paired records relate to the same person, even if they contain slight variations or missing 
information. 

In theory, the person undertaking the review has access to additional data from variables not 
used in the searching and scoring phase, or even data external from the files being compared, 
which enables them to resolve the linkage status. Importantly, after all pairs have been classified, 
it is best to not delete the unwanted duplicated records. Instead, duplicated records should be 
marked as duplicates and kept on file, to allow a subsequent reassessment. Any record-linkage 
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exercise should be accompanied by full documentation of the methods used. The documenta-
tion is necessary for two main purposes: to allow peer review and to provide a record of what 
has been done for possible replication in the future.

4.3 An example of record-linkage

We will now use a practical example to illustrate the process of record-linkage in a TB inventory 
study. Let us consider a hypothetical inventory study in Egypt, resulting in two large files that 
need to be cross-checked for the presence of patients common to both files. The first file is from 
the NTP (the National TB Control Programme);the second is from National Mycobacteria Lab-
oratory registries. As the files are large, the identification of possible matches across the two 
files would not be a task to be done by visually comparing records, no matter how trained and 
committed the local study team members may be. Record-linkage should be done electronically 
using appropriate software programs. The following are fictitious examples of four records from 
each of the files:

NTP registry

Name of patient Date of Birth Address

1. Mohammed Abdullah 24/05/1972 10, El Tahrir Square

2. Adib Omar Karim 17/07/1945 Tora Prison 

3. Piotr Sviatopolk-Mirskii 10/03/1925 150, Hagar Nawatia

4. John K. Smith 13/09/1989 1121(A), 26th July Street

Laboratory registry

Name of patient Date of Birth Address

1. Mohamed Abdalah May, 1972 P.O. Box 134

2. Adib Amr Korayem July, 1945 Tora Prison Complex

3. Piotr Sviatopolk-Mirsky - -

4. Jonathan K. Smith September, 1989 26th July St, 1121
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A deterministic record-linkage approach using unmodified fields would probably find some 
matches across the two files if the name of the patient or the address were used as matching var-
iables. However, the records shown above do not have exact matching fields in any of the varia-
bles and therefore would not be paired. Fortunately, at least part of this problem could be solved 
if we were to pre-process the files before the linkage, putting the data into standardized coding 
formats, eliminating inconsistencies such as spelling errors and punctuation and inconsistent 
use of upper and lower cases. Pre-processing increases the likelihood of matching records and 
is essential prior to both deterministic and probabilistic methods. 

If we first look at the “name of patient” variable, we must consider that the differences in the 
spelling of the first three names may be exclusively due to problems in the transcription from 
the Arabic to Latin alphabet for the first two records, and from the Cyrillic to Latin alphabet 
for the third record. If we take the first record and consider the four most common versions of 
the name Mohammed and the six most common versions of the name Abdullah we would get 
twenty-four legitimate versions of this patient’s name, without even adding other possibilities 
due to misspellings and abbreviations. Such spelling problems would be less likely to happen if 
the original alphabet or language of the country were used in the files.

As the misspelling errors for the first and second records are very common and easy to predict, 
one possible approach could be to generate a variable in which the various versions of the name 
would be modified into only one, and use this new variable as our matching field. For example, 
all twenty-four translation versions for the first pair could be uniformly presented as Moham-
med Abdullah. Similar modifications could be made for the Arabic names most commonly used 
in Egypt, and this would greatly impact in the usefulness of the “name of patient” variable as 
our matching field.

If we next look at the “date of birth” variable, it is noted that the laboratory file does not have 
information on the days on which patients were born, just which months and years. The only 
way to standardize this variable on both files with the intention that it can be used as an exact 
matching field would be to modify the one from the NTP registry, so that it would also have just 
months and years. We are losing some information by doing this, but we are also gaining the 
possibility of pairing these records so that the decision about whether or not they relate to the 
same person can be taken on a later phase of the linkage process.

The “address” variable can also be standardized on the use of abbreviations for street and square 
and the order that the elements of the address appear. Address is obviously not an identifier per 
se, but it may help decide whether or not pairs of records identified using other variables relate 
to the same person.
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Once the files are pre-processed, they would typically be imported into a specialised software 
program if probabilistic linkage is to be used. The software would use the information from the 
selected matching fields to calculate a linkage score that indicates, for any pair of records, how 
likely it is that they both refer to the same person. Potential pairs would then be automatically 
accepted or rejected based on a defined threshold, a cut-off value. Since there would probably 
still be a grey area of uncertain matched pairs above the threshold, they would need to undergo 
manual review in order to determine whether they actually relate to the same person. 

Do our four pairs of records relate to the same four patients? It is not so easy to classify pairs of 
records based on only these three variables:

1. Mohammed Abdullah is a very common name in Egypt, the date of birth stored in the 
laboratory registry is incomplete and the two addresses are not comparable. However, if 
TB is not a very prevalent disease in the studied area, it would be improbable to find two 
TB patients named Mohammed Abdullah born on the same month and notified in the 
same time period.

2. Adib Omar Karim is not a common name and it is unlikely that two different TB patients 
with this name would be born in the same month of the same year, and have Tora Prison 
as their common address. Therefore, the pair of records probably do relate to the same 
patient. In this situation, it may also be helpful to know how many prisoners are detained 
in Tora Prison.

3. The third pair of records is also likely to belong to the same person, since Piotr Svi-
atopolk-Mirskii is a very uncommon name in Egypt, and also in Russia. It would be vir-
tually impossible to have two TB patients in Egypt with such a name. The only possibility 
would be for them to belong to the same family, for example a father and son. This pos-
sibility has to be considered, particularly as we are dealing with an infectious disease that 
spreads within a household.

4. John and Jonathan K. Smith could be twin brothers living at the same address, flat mates 
with no family relation or even the same person if, for example, the name Jonathan was 
misunderstood or just misspelled while the NTP record was being generated. 

To know for sure if these pairs relate to the same patients, if there are only a few pairs to check, 
we could go back to the health care facility or laboratory where the patient was notified to obtain 
more identification details, or we could contact the patients themselves. However, if there are 
many doubtful pairs to check, it would be more practical to start by checking the differences and 
similarities across other variables that might be available in both files, for example, telephone 
number, name of the patient’s mother or the dates of notification and sputum submission. The 
manual or semi-automated verification of linked records (or links) found by the linkage soft-
ware is often called post-processing, and the verified pairs are often called matched records (or 
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matches, i.e. relating to the same person or entity).

In summary, record-linkage is used to detect pairs of matched records. Errors in the linkage 
process will impact the results of inventory studies by producing an overestimation of TB bur-
den when records that correspond to the same patients do not link due to missing or inaccurate 
data (false negatives), or an underestimation of TB burden when unrelated records are mistak-
enly matched (false positives).

4.4 Record-linkage software programs

Several software packages that implement computational models for record-linkage have been 
developed over the last two decades. Time and effort is required to decide which one better 
meets the specific needs of an inventory study. Some operational aspects and methodological 
issues need to be considered including the data management skills of staff responsible for per-
forming the linkage procedures, the availability of hardware and the operating system used.In 
relation to the software program the following issues need to be considered: 

•	 Record-linkage methodology;
•	 Features included, for example pre- and post-processing functions - this may determine 

whether the software can stand alone or needs to be complemented by other programs 
or languages;

•	 Data and system requirements;
•	 Performance in terms of memory use and anticipated time necessary to perform tasks;
•	 Flexibility to deal with different file formats, different languages and different scripts (e.g. 

Roman, non-Roman) used in the matching fields;
•	 Availability of documentation with comprehensive description on the functions, mathe-

matical models, system options and procedures available;
•	 User-friendliness and language of the interface;
•	 Cost of licenses, personnel experience and preferences, training costs for personnel and 

for technical assistance. 

Some software comparisons and ratings have been developed that take into account different 
operational aspects and methodological issues [3, 10-12]. The main features of a few of the 
open-source probabilistic linkage software programs are presented below (based on versions 
available in October 2012).

4.4.1 FEBRL

Freely Extensible Biomedical Record-linkage (FEBRL) is an open-source software program de-
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veloped by the Australian National University. It does data standardization (parsing and clean-
ing) and implements probabilistic record-linkage to perform de-duplication (same database) 
and record-linkage between two files. It comes with very good documentation and can be used 
to import files in different formats, such as TXT and CSV. A large number of functions for 
blocking and comparing are available. Other applications are needed to further processing the 
output files. It runs on Mac, Linux and Windows operating systems. The different installation 
requirements are well explained in the installation notes.

Available at : http://sourceforge.net/projects/febrl/

4.4.2 RELAIS

RELAIS is a freely available software program developed by the Italian National Statistics Insti-
tute. RELAIS is based on MySql, and allows the use of different formats of the files being com-
pared. RELAIS uses Java and R languages, which makes it quite flexible and adaptable. It comes 
with excellent documentation, high performance and its interface is quite easy to use. As the 
focus of the software is the matching step, no pre and post-processing functions are available, 
which may be a problem if there is a lack of skilled data management personnel in the study 
team (although as noted in Chapter 3, a data manager should be a core member of the team in 
an inventory study). It runs on Linux and Windows operating systems.

Available at: http://www.osor.eu/projects/relais

4.4.3 LinkPlus

LinkPlus is a freely available software program developed by the United States Center for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention. As with the other software on this list, it performs de-duplication 
and record-linkage. The accompanying documentation is not very extensive. The interface is 
very user friendly and intuitive, and the second version of the software includes some post-pro-
cessing features. The software works mostly with text delimited files, such as CSV. Pre-process-
ing has to be done mostly in other applications, which may limit its use for users with restricted 
data managing skills. Linkplus runs on Windows.

Available at: http://www.cdc.gov/cancer/npcr/tools/registryplus/lp.htm

4.4.4 OPENRECLINK

OPENRECLINK is an open-source software programme developed by researchers at the Fed-
eral University of Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. The interface is available in English and Portuguese. 
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The current manual is in Portuguese, but an English version is being developed. In the newer 
version of the software, the interface has been greatly improved. Features are available for per-
forming many pre- and post-processing functions. RECLINK allows the easy implementation of 
sequential linkage cycles in which different inputs may be chosen, including different matching 
and blocking variables and cut-off values. OPENRECLINK requires Mac, Linux or Windows. I

Available at: http://reclink/sourceforge.net/

4.4.5 R

The RecordLinkage R package implements record-linkage in the R environment. Flexibility and 
high performance are its main advantages, but the interface is not user friendly and requires the 
use of the command line. Pre-processing can be done using core R functions and knowledge 
of the R language is a requirement. R runs on a variety of Unix platforms (including Linux), 
Windows and Mac. 

Available at http://www.r-project.org and the RecordLinkage package at 
http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/RecordLinkage/index.html. 
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Chapter 5
Data analysis 
and reporting

Authors: Philippe Glaziou, Ross Harris, 
Charalambos Sismanidis, Amal Bassili, Fulvia 
Mecatti and Rob van Hest  

Data analysis and reporting is the final stage in the 
implementation of an inventory study. The data 
from the study should first be described and an-
alysed and then the final inventory study report 
must be prepared. The final report should include 
the results of the study and the level of under-re-
porting determined, as well as the study methods, 
limitations and recommendations for how to im-
prove TB surveillance and the extent to which PPM 
efforts need to be strengthened. The following sub-
sections provide an overview of how to describe 
and analyse the data. Full details of how to perform 
record-linkage and how to undertake a capture-re-
capture analysis (if appropriate based on the study 
design) are provided in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6, 
respectively. Chapter 1 describes the conditions 
that must be met for capture-recapture analysis to 
be applied and Chapter 2 describes the associated 
study design.
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5.1 Data description

The completeness of the core data should be documented. For each selected geographical area, 
a table summarizing the number of cases recorded by each type of health-care provider should 
be provided in the study report. Among eligible providers, the number who refused to partic-
ipate should also be documented. Record matching, which is described in detail in Chapter 
4, will generate counts of cases by source. Counts of cases should be produced for each of the 
geographic areas included in the study, following the example in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Example of output from the record-matching analysis, Egypt 2007 [1]
Geographical area-level data obtained from the authors. Column freq indicates the number of TB 
cases for each combination of sources and for each geographical area. For example, in area 1, there 
were 11 cases seen only by private providers, 61 seen by the NTP only, 16 seen by the NTP and pri-
vate providers, and 12 seen by the NTP and public providers.

ntp public private area freq
0 0 1 1 11
1 0 0 1 61
1 0 1 1 16
1 1 0 1 12
0 0 1 2 7
1 0 0 2 46
1 0 1 2 5
1 1 0 2 6
1 1 1 2 1
0 0 1 3 21
0 1 0 3 5
1 0 0 3 131
1 0 1 3 18
1 1 0 3 58
0 0 1 4 2
1 0 0 4 9
1 0 1 4 1

The ratio of the total number of NTP cases to the total number of diagnosed cases provides a crude 
estimate of the level of under-reporting. The data in Table 5.1 can easily be summarised as in Table 
5.2 below. The crude estimate of the overall level of under-reporting in this example is 11.1%.
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Table 5.2: Aggregated data, Egypt 2007
Column under-reporting is calculated as the ratio of non-NTP cases over the total number of diag-
nosed cases. Four geographic areas (clusters) were selected by sampling. To do this, first four strata 
were defined based on quartiles of case notification rates. Each strata contained 6 or 7 geographical 
areas (column nAreas), and one area was selected in each strata.

nAreas NTP non-NTP total under-reporting
1 89 11 100 0.11
2 58 7 65 0.108
3 207 26 233 0.112
4 10 2 12 0.167

5.2 Adjustments for sampling design

If providers were sampled (through the sampling of geographical areas), as will often be the 
case in an inventory study (Chapter 2), then the sampling approach needs to be taken into ac-
count. Failure to do so will almost certainly understate the uncertainty surrounding the point 
estimate of under-reporting (that is, its standard error) and may also affect the point estimate 
itself. Variance estimation for estimators depends upon the sampling plan specifics and requires 
approximate methods, generally Taylor series linearization or replication techniques. Variance 
estimation for ratios of population totals obtained from cluster sampling with or without strat-
ification may be done using the method of Taylor series linearization (also known as the Delta 
method) [5] as shown in examples below. 

Table 5.3: Aggregated data, Iraq 2011, preliminary results 
Column ntp shows the number of NTP-reported cases during the period of the survey, total is the 
total number of individual TB cases diagnosed during the study period, including those reported 
to NTP, stratum is an identifier for strata and column fpc (finite population correction) shows the 
total number of areas within each stratum (additional details about these data are provided in Table 
6.5, Chapter 6).

area ntp total stratum fpc
Basrah 207 225 1 4
Duhok 90 121 1 4
Misan 56 77 2 4
Najaf 72 82 2 4

Baghdad 693 866 3 4
Sulaymania 177 209 3 4
Diwanyia 170 183 4 5

Wasit 208 217 4 5
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To illustrate sampling design effects and implement design-adjusted analyses, we will use un-
published preliminary data from a recently completed inventory study conducted in Iraq (data 
obtained and used with permission from the principal investigator). We will use the free statisti-
cal software ‘R’ which is explained more fully at the end of Chapter 4. A total of 18 geographical 
areas constituted the sampling frame, covering the whole country except for areas unreachable 
due to security concerns. The geographical areas were grouped into 4 strata defined by quartiles 
of the case notification rates and 2 areas from each stratum were selected. Table 5.3 shows the 
study data by sampled area.

The data are stored into a comma-delimited text file and are first loaded into R. 

irq <- read.csv(‘iraq.csv’)

Let us first assume that areas were sampled through simple random sampling, ignoring the 
stratification. In the following, we will use the R package “survey” to compute totals and ratios 
adjusted for sampling design effects. The following lines show R’s output in a console, com-
mands are echoed following > at the beginning of a line (in bold face). Comments are added in 
the code below (following the # symbol) to provide brief explanations. More details on a specific 
command can be obtained by typing help(command) in an R console.

> irq$fpc2 <- sum(irq$fpc) / 2 # total number of areas in the sampling frame

> library(survey) # loads the survey package

> dclus <- svydesign(id=~1, fpc=~fpc2, data=irq2) # specifies sampling design

> summary(dclus) # summary statistics from object dclus

Independent Sampling design

svydesign(id = ~1, fpc = ~fpc2, data = irq2)

Probabilities:

 Min.   1st Qu.  Median  Mean   3rd Qu.   Max. 

 0.471   0.471   0.471   0.471   0.471   0.471 

Population size (PSUs): 17 

Data variables:

[1] “gov”  “ntp”  “total”  “stratum”  “fpc”  “nonntp”  “pw”  “fpc2”  “pw2”    

[10] “under”

  
A finite “population” size is introduced, defined by the total number of areas in the sampling 
frame [2, 3]. Totals are computed as follows [4]: 
      

> svytotal(~total, dclus) 

      total   SE

total  4208 1124
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The total number of diagnosed cases estimated in the country over the study period was 4208 
(Standard Error (SE) 1124). Since a large proportion of the areas were sampled (8 out of a total 
of 17), standard errors are smaller than would otherwise be observed without a finite popula-
tion correction. Under-reporting is obtained through a similar approach:
     

> irq$nonntp <- irq$total – irq$ntp # assign a new variable to data frame irq

> u.dclus <- svyratio(~nonntp, ~total, dclus)

> u.dclus$ratio # prints the proportion nonntp

        total

nonntp 0.1551

> confint(u.dclus) # returns a 95% confidence interval for the proportion nonntp

              2.5 % 97.5 %

nonntp/total 0.1138 0.1963

The estimated level of under-reporting in Iraq is 15.5% (95% CI 11.3 – 19.7), assuming simple 
random sampling of areas. Stratification before sampling, if based on a factor (or combination 
of factors) associated with the outcome, results in reduced standard errors.
    

> irq$pw <- irq$fpc / 2 # population weights, set equal within strata

> dstrat <- svydesign(id=~1, strata=~stratum, weights=~pw, fpc=~fpc, data=irq)

> svytotal(~total, dstrat, deff=TRUE)

      total   SE DEff

total  4160  943 0.75

> u.dstrat <- svyratio(~nonntp, ~total, dstrat, deff=TRUE)

> u.dstrat$ratio

        total

nonntp 0.1502

> confint(u.dstrat)

              2.5 % 97.5 %

nonntp/total 0.1143 0.1861

> deff(u.dstrat)

[1] 0.6823

The design-adjusted level of under-reporting is 15% (11.4 – 18.7%). Stratification improved 
the sampling efficiency by reducing within-stratum variability. The design effect is 0.75 for the 
estimated total number of diagnosed cases, and 0.68 for the level of under-reporting, compared 
with a design effect of 1 with the use of simple random sampling. A smaller than 1 design effect 
is not expected in the case of study design 1 (see Chapter 2) where clustering effects will nega-
tively affect sampling efficiency.
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5.3 Missing data 

Two types of missing data may occur: failure to recruit an identified provider (e.g. refusal to par-
ticipate) and failure to obtain all requested information from an enrolled provider (incomplete 
records). These can be referred to as unit non-response and item non-response, respectively. 

The bias from unit non-response can be mitigated by adjusting sampling weights, thus model-
ling the non-response as part of the sampling mechanism. 

For item non-response (e.g. incomplete information on TB diagnostic test results), two types of 
approach can be considered. One is to model the non-response as part of the sampling mecha-
nism. This type of approach is suitable when data are missing completely at random (MCAR), 
i.e., the missing data are not related to the value of the outcome and to an individual charac-
teristic that is a risk factor for the outcome (e.g. type of provider, geographical area). If data 
are MCAR, the analysis can be restricted to the complete records and an unbiased estimate of 
under-reporting will be obtained. However, it is very unlikely that MCAR will be true overall. 

The second approach is to impute the missing data using the observed information on each 
record as a guide to plausible values for the missing information. The necessary assumption 
underlying multiple imputation of missing data states is that all outcome differences between 
complete and incomplete records are explained by the variables for which data are complete. 
When the probability that a record has missing data for a variable that is related to other re-
corded individual variables such as “geographical area” or “type of provider”, the missing data 
are said to be missing at random (MAR). Within groups of records with the same auxiliary var-
iables, the probability of data being missing on the outcome variable is not associated with its 
value. While the MAR assumption is not a priori plausible, multiple imputation to address item 
non-response is expected to reduce bias when compared with an analysis that simply drops the 
missing records. Multiple imputation of missing data can be implemented in R [5] (e.g. using 
package mice [6] or package Amelia [7]) and is described in [8] and accompanying web ma-
terials. Analysis with sampling design adjustments can be made on multiple imputed datasets 
using the survey package [4].
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Chapter 6
Capture-recapture modelling
Authors: Philippe Glaziou, Ross Harris, Rob van Hest, Emily Bloss, Amal 
Bassili, Fulvia Mecatti, Ibrahim Abubakar

This chapter is intended primarily for epidemiologists and statisticians who 
are involved in or have an interest in inventory studies. It is much less acces-
sible for general readers. 

This chapter describes capture-recapture modelling in the context of TB inci-
dence estimation. Familiarity with the R computing language will help to follow 
the examples.

Capture-recapture (CR) methods were originally developed in the area of wild-
life management [1], but they are now used in a variety of applications [2-5] 
and the captured units are no longer just animals. For example, in an epidemio-
logical application, the units are humans with a certain disease and the capture 
occasions are reporting lists or registers. CR is a technique that can be used to 
indirectly estimate TB incidence, provided that certain conditions are met.  

The following ratio will be estimated: diagnosed cases
diagnosed cases+missed cases

 

Through record-linkage of different lists of TB cases originating from different 
providers, it is possible to assess the number of TB cases not recorded in any 
data source and get a better estimate of the true number of cases than by using 
one source only [6-10]. CR studies have been performed in the field of TB sur-
veillance [11-26], using simple two-source CR models or applying three-source 
CR models. 

CR studies in the context of tuberculosis surveillance have very important lim-
itations that require careful consideration. CR limitations have already been 
highlighted in Chapter 1 and are described in fuller detail at the end of this 
chapter. At least three sources of information are recommended (NTP and at 
least two non-NTP sources), for reasons outlined in the sections below. In set-
tings where only two sources of information are available (NTP and non-NTP 
sources), it is not recommended to perform capture-recapture modelling. 
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6.1 Models using two-data sources 

A simple two-source CR model estimates the number of TB cases not captured by any one of 
two sources of TB patients (e.g. the NTP list and the private doctors list). Record-linkage of the 
two sources will provide a count of cases diagnosed in list A but not in list B (n10), in list B but 
not in list A (n01), and in both lists (n11), as displayed in Table 6.1. The number of cases absent 
from both lists, i.e., undiagnosed cases (n00) is not observed. The number NA of cases in list A is 
the sum of n10 and n11. Likewise, the number NB of cases in list B is the sum of n01 and n11. N is 
the sum of n00, n01, n10, n11.

Table 6.1: Distribution of cases in a two-list CR model 
Symbol n00 in the greyed cell refers to cases that are not directly observed. The purpose of CR mod-
elling is to estimate n00.

List A
List B

Not identidied Identified

Not identidied n00 n01

Identified n10 n11 NA

NB N

If the event defined by a case appearing in list A is independent from the event defined by a case 
appearing in list B, n00 may be expressed as
                                           (1)

    
and, under the same independence assumption, the total  number of cases whether identified or 
not identified in list A and/or B, can be expressed as

                                            (2)

A correction for small numbers has been proposed

                   (3)

If the individuals in the two lists NA and NB are positively correlated, then those individuals cap-
tured in the first list are more easily captured in the second list. That is, we would expect 
that N > NANB / n11. As a result, N obtained from equations (2, 3) underestimates the true size if 
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both samples co-vary positively. Conversely, it overestimates for negatively co-varying samples. A 
similar argument is also valid for a general number of samples. There is a potential bias with any 
approach that assumes independence between the samples.

Alternatively, log-linear models can be fitted to estimate n00 [27]. The equations below are a 
reparameterization of the four expected values:

  log E(nij ) = u + uA I (i = 1) + uB I (j = 1) + uAB I (i = j = 1)
  log E(n00 ) = u                    

where uAB is an interaction parameter, I is a list/sample membership indicator function and E 
denotes expectation. When n00 is unobserved, the above parameterisation contains only 3 pa-
rameters u, uA and uB to describe the three observed cells in the 2X2 contingency table. From 
the first three equations, one can estimate u, uA and uB. But uAB cannot be estimated and the 
only way to estimate n00 is to apply a constraint such as uAB = 0. This is equivalent to assuming 
independence as in equations (2) and (3).

log E(nij ) = u + uA I (i = 1) + uB I (j = 1)

In the context of applications of CR to TB surveillance, interactions between data sources are 
expected because TB service providers tend to collaborate. Being on one type of provider’s list, 
an individual may learn of, or may be approached by another type of provider of TB diagnostic 
and care services. Also, some cases may not be “catchable” by any source. The probability that 
an individual is caught in any sample is (i) a property of the individual [28], which has some 
distribution over the population, and (ii) dependent upon their history of capture in another 
sample. Co-dependence between A and B will result in a non-zero value for uAB in the two-
source log-linear model. 

Log-linear models can be fit (with two lists, models require the independence assumption and 
models do not offer advantages over equations (2) or (3)) in most statistical packages, such as 
R/S+, SAS or Stata. Estimates of the parameters u are obtained by maximizing a Poisson loglike-
lihood (see next section). 

In the context of TB surveillance, two-source models are not recommended [29] and in order 
to account for pair-wise dependences at least three separate data sources should be included in 
CR models. 

(4)
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6.2 Models using three-data sources

The two-source log-linear model can easily be extended to 3 or more sources. Using three lists 
A, B and C, the number of cases can be expressed in a saturated log-linear model as

log E(nijk ) = u + uA I (i = 1) + uB I (j = 1) + uAB I (i = j = 1) + uAC I (i = k = 1)
+ uBC I (j = k = 1) + uABC I (i = j = k = 1)

where uAB, uAC and uBC represent two-way interaction terms and uABC the three-way interaction. 
From this model, the number of TB cases not observed in any list is expressed as

 log E(n000) = u           (5)

Simpler models than the saturated model, including any combinations of pair-wise interaction 
terms can also be fit. The simplest model will include no interaction term and is only valid in the 
case of complete independence between lists A, B and C. The analysis of data from a CR study 
amounts to finding the best fitting model and estimating the number of missed cases from the 
chosen model. The best model will generally be selected as the one showing the lowest Akaike 
Information Criterion (AIC), expressed as [30]

 AIC=G2 - 2df             (6)

where the term G2  is the deviance, i.e., a measure of how well the model fits the data and 2df is 
a penalty for the addition of parameters and model complexity. The deviance and AIC are com-
puted by most statistical packages. 

6.3 An example of capture-recapture modelling: Iraq

6.3.1 Three source model: Iraq

An example using recently analysed data [data used with permission from the study investiga-
tors] will show how the estimation can be implemented using R, a freely available open-source 
computing language (http://www.r-project.org). A CR analysis was done in Iraq using three 
sources of information: the National TB Programme list of TB cases (NTP), a public list of TB 
cases obtained independently from the NTP and a private list of TB cases obtained from private 
physicians. The data are shown in a Venn diagram in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of observed number of tuberculosis cases (all forms, N = 
1980) in sampled geographical areas in Iraq, 2011 

The table below (Table 6.2) shows how the data should be tabulated and loaded into a statistics 
package. Indicator variables ntp, public and private are coded 1 to denote observation in the 
corresponding list and zero to denote absence from the corresponding list.

Table 6.2: An example of data from CR study in Iraq using 3 lists

ntp public private freq
1 1 1 25
1 1 0 244
1 0 1 416
0 1 1 9
1 0 0 988
0 1 0 99
0 0 1 199

A common way to input this small dataset into R is to write the above table in a spreadsheet 
programme saving the file in a text format with comma delimiters (save as “csv”). The following 
command loads the dataset in R and stores it in a “dataframe” object, named dta. The <- symbol 
is R’s general assignment symbol.

dta <- read.csv(‘iraq_data.csv’)

We now inspect the R object named dta to ensure that the dataset was correctly imported, by 
simply typing its name in the R console. R then prints to screen the contents of dta, as shown 
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below:

> dta

  ntp pub priv freq

1   1   1    1   25

2   1   1    0  244

3   1   0    1  416

4   0   1    1    9

5   1   0    0  988

6   0   1    0   99

7   0   0    1  199

We will first fit the simplest three-list log-linear model with complete independence of the three 
lists, that is, with no interaction term. The fitted model is saved as an object named fit0. 

fit0 <- glm(freq ~ ntp + public + private, family=poisson, data=dta)

summary(fit0)

 The summary command returns details of the fitted model in a conventional fashion, as shown 
below. The command summary returns model parameters and their standard errors. The inter-
cept is the parameter u to be estimated in equation (5).

> summary(fit0)

Call:

glm(formula = freq ~ ntp + pub + priv, family = poisson, data = dta)

Deviance Residuals: 

      1        2        3        4        5        6        7  

-5.7306   3.9950   2.4065  -4.8688  -1.9899   0.6863   1.2188  

Coefficients:

            Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)    

(Intercept)  6.25364    0.07372   84.83   <2e-16 ***

ntp          0.70469    0.06867   10.26   <2e-16 ***

public      -1.72829    0.05971  -28.95   <2e-16 ***

private     -1.04800    0.05159  -20.31   <2e-16 ***

---

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

f(Dispersion parameter for poisson family taken to be 1)
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    Null deviance: 2189.110  on 6  degrees of freedom

Residual deviance:   84.213  on 3  degrees of freedom

AIC: 138.83

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4

We can now compute the “independent” model predicted number of TB cases not observed in 
any list (n000) with a 95% confidence interval. We will use confint, an R function that extracts 
confidence intervals for linear and generalized linear model parameters. The number of missing 
cases is given by exp(intercept), that is, by inverting equation (5). The intercept (and other mod-
el coefficients) can be extracted from the fitted object fit0 using the R function coef, addressing 
only the first returned element: coef(fit0)[1]. 

ci <- confint(fit0)

missing0 <- exp(coef(fit0)[1])

Confidence intervals for the log number of missing cases are now stored in ci. We can extract 
specific values, for instance, ci[1,2] extracts the value at the intersection of row 1 and column 2 
in the object ci. Exponentiating these values gives confidence intervals for the total cases.

> coef(fit0)

(Intercept)         ntp         pub        priv 

  6.2536400   0.7046878  -1.7282940  -1.0479955 

> missing0

(Intercept) 

   519.9018 

> ci

                 2.5 %     97.5 %

(Intercept)  6.1080161  6.3970745

ntp          0.5712141  0.8405037

public      -1.8466576 -1.6125524

private     -1.1497721 -0.9475034

> exp(ci[1,1])

[1] 449.4462

> exp(ci[1,2])

[1] 600.0869

We will now fit the saturated model.
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fits <- glm(freq ~ ntp * public * private, family=poisson, data=dta)

summary(fits)

> summary(fits)

Call:

glm(formula = freq ~ ntp * public * private, family = poisson, 

    data = dta)

Deviance Residuals: 

[1]  0  0  0  0  0  0  0

Coefficients: (1 not defined because of singularities)

                   Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)    

(Intercept)          6.2779     0.4168  15.061  < 2e-16 ***

ntp                  0.6178     0.4156   1.486   0.1372    

public              -1.6828     0.4045  -4.160 3.19e-05 ***

private             -0.9846     0.4108  -2.397   0.0165 *  

ntp:public           0.2843     0.3982   0.714   0.4753    

ntp:private          0.1196     0.4066   0.294   0.7686    

public:private      -1.4133     0.2180  -6.484 8.95e-11 ***

ntp:public:private       NA         NA      NA       NA    

---

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

(Dispersion parameter for poisson family taken to be 1)

    Null deviance: 2.1891e+03  on 6  degrees of freedom

Residual deviance: 4.0190e-14  on 0  degrees of freedom

AIC: 60.622

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 3

The three-way interaction term has been automatically dropped. Small numbers of cases com-
mon to some of the lists can cause estimation problems, so the saturated model should always 
be viewed with caution, and in some cases may be extremely unreliable. In this example, cell 
sizes are as low as 9 and hence standard errors are quite large, although there do not appear to 
be problems in the model fitting as such. We should however examine models including fewer 
interaction terms, and the guiding rule is to select the best model based on the lowest AIC that 
also satisfies notions of biological plausibility. The process of model selection can be automated 
(for instance, via the R package MASS), but it is recommended to check models with all combi-
nations of interaction terms, with particular attention to interaction terms for which a positive 
or negative dependence is expected by the study investigators. 
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It is important to try and understand between source interactions prior to fitting models. For 
instance, when the private and public systems are largely distinct, a negative co-variation may 
be expected between these sources. Alternatively, if doctors run public clinics in the morning 
and private clinics in the afternoon, there could be positive private-public dependence. A posi-
tive dependence between the public and NTP sources, with patients diagnosed through public 
sources being referred to NTP, may be a common occurrence. 

Shown below are AIC statistics for the 8 possible models that may be fitted, depending on which 
of the two-way interaction terms are included:
 
 Model  ntp:public ntp:private public:private df AIC
 M1  y  y  y  7 60.6
 M2  y  y    6 115.8
 M3  y    y  6 58.7
 M4    y  y  6 59.2
 M5  y      5 135.3
 M6    y    5 139.9
 M7      y  5 58.2
 M8        4 138.8

Models are divided quite sharply into two groups: those that do not include the public:private 
interaction, and have an AIC score of over 100, and those that do include the public:provate in-
teraction, all of which have AIC scores around 60 or below. The lowest AIC score is for the mod-
el that includes public:private only (M7), but the models also including ntp:public (M3) and 
ntp:private (M4) have very similar scores, and would generally be considered to have as much 
support as the lowest scoring model. The saturated model is also quite similar, but does score 
a bit higher and is generally not desirable due to the greater potential for estimation problems. 
The choice then comes down to plausibility, and the investigators felt that an ntp:public inter-
action was most likely, with public patients being more likely to be referred to the NTP. Hence 
the model M3 was selected as the final model. Note that fortunately in this case, the predicted 
number of missing cases was similar between the 3 candidate models. If similar scoring models 
give quite different results, then extreme care should be taken in the model selection.

The following lines show R’s output for the model M3. The command is echoed (in bold face) in 
the console, with a > sign at the beginning of the line.
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> summary(M3)

Call:

glm(formula = freq ~ ntp + public + private + ntp:public + public:private, 

    family = poisson, data = dta)

Deviance Residuals: 

       1         2         3         4         5         6         7  

 0.14950  -0.04733   0.00000  -0.24023   0.00000   0.07456   0.00000  

Coefficients:

               Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)    

(Intercept)     6.15830    0.09188  67.029   <2e-16 ***

ntp             0.73738    0.08619   8.555   <2e-16 ***

public         -1.57069    0.13403 -11.719   <2e-16 ***

private        -0.86500    0.05845 -14.800   <2e-16 ***

ntp:public      0.17520    0.14285   1.226     0.22    

public:private -1.44637    0.18906  -7.650    2e-14 ***

---

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

(Dispersion parameter for poisson family taken to be 1)

    Null deviance: 2189.10991  on 6  degrees of freedom

Residual deviance:    0.08786  on 1  degrees of freedom

AIC: 58.71

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 3

This model shows a positive, but non-significant, dependence between NTP and public sources, 
and a negative dependence between public and private.

We then extract estimates of missing and total cases:

# final estimation

ci <- confint(M3)

found = sum(dta$freq)

missing = exp(coef(M3)[1])

missing.low = exp(ci[1,1])

missing.high = exp(ci[1,2])

N = found + missing

N.lo = found + missing.low

N.hi = found + missing.high
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The number of estimated cases is 2453 (95% confidence interval: 2374 – 2545), 1980 were found 
in total and 473 were estimated missing (394 – 565). 

> N

   2452.625 

> N.lo

[1] 2374.091

> N.hi

[1] 2545.045

6.4 Alternative models: the example of Iraq

Van Hest showed [31] that for the purposes of estimation of disease incidence, parsimonious 
three-source log-linear models are preferable but alternative models can be used for comparison 
purposes, particularly when unrealistically high estimates are generated by saturated log-linear 
models. Three types of models for closed populations are of particular interest, described by 
Chao [32], Darroch [33] and Rivest [34]. The latter is based on Darroch’s model using a mixture 
Poisson distribution. Those models (and others) are implemented in the R package Rcapture 
[35], for which well written documentation is available. The following code demonstrates how 
to implement with Rcapture the lowest AIC model shown above and then, how to fit alternative 
models. A model matrix needs to be specified in order to fit models with specific interaction 
terms.

library(Rcapture) # loads the Rcapture package

mat <- histpos.t(3) # generates model matrix for “independent” models

mx <- cbind(mat, mat[,1] * mat[, 2], mat[, 2] * mat[, 3]) # creates a model matrix

cc <- closedp.mX(dta, dfreq=TRUE, mX = mx) # fits models for closed population

cc # prints the returned object to screen

> cc

Number of captured units: 1980 

Abundance estimation and model fit:

                  abundance  stderr  deviance  df    AIC

Customized model     2452.6    48.6     0.088   1  58.71

# alternative models

cc2 <- closedp(dta2, dfreq=TRUE)

> cc2
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Number of captured units: 1980 

Abundance estimations and model fits:

              abundance  stderr  deviance  df       AIC

M0               3044.5    71.1  1630.550   5  1681.172

Mt               2499.9    44.6    84.213   3   138.835

Mh Chao          3044.5    71.1  1630.550   5  1681.172

Mh Poisson2      2362.5    58.6  1559.273   4  1611.895

Mh Darroch       2157.6    45.6  1559.273   4  1611.895

Mh Gamma3.5      2061.6    30.2  1559.273   4  1611.895

Mth Chao         2499.9    44.6    84.213   3   138.835

Mth Poisson2     2209.8    37.6    38.725   2    95.347

Mth Darroch      2101.8    32.3    38.725   2    95.347

Mth Gamma3.5     2044.1    24.1    38.725   2    95.347

Mb               2002.8     5.7   490.410   4   543.032

Mbh              1544.8    45.5   123.284   3   177.907

Note: 1 eta parameter has been set to zero in the Mh Chao model

Note: 1 eta parameter has been set to zero in the Mth Chao model

The selected log-linear model stored in object cc provides satisfactory estimates and we do not 
retain alternatives models. The interested reader is invited to study R package’s documentation 
while exploring the many possibilities offered by the package.

6.4.1 Problems with two source models

To demonstrate problems with two-list CR problems applied to TB surveillance, the data from 
Iraq will be collapsed into a two-list CR problem by combining the private and public lists into 
a single list non.ntp, as shown in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: An example of data from CR study in Iraq using 2 lists (public non-NTP 
and private lists collapsed into one list)

ntp non.ntp freq
0 1 307
1 0 988
1 1 685
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dta$non.ntp <- as.numeric(dta$public | dta$private) # creates new variable non.

ntp

dta2 <- as.data.frame(xtabs(freq ~ ntp + non.ntp, data=dta))[-1, ] # drops the 

first row

(dta2) # prints the collapsed dataset to screen

> (dta2)

  ntp non.ntp Freq

2   1       0  988

3   0       1  307

4   1       1  685

n00 <- with(dta2, freq[1] * freq[2] / freq[3]) # uncorrected missing

n00c <- with(dta2, (freq[1] + 1) * (freq[2] + 1) / (freq[3] + 1) - 1) # correct-

ed

fitm2 <- glm(freq ~ ntp + non.ntp, family=poisson, data=dta2) # two-list loglin-

ear

ci <- confint(fitm2) # confidence intervals of model estimates

found <- sum(dta2$freq) # total observed

missing.m2 <- exp(coef(fitm2)[1])

missing.m2.low = exp(ci[1,1])

missing.m2.high = exp(ci[1,2])

Our main results are summarized in Table 6.4. The collapsed dataset used above actually gives 
a similar result to the 3-source log-linear model, as the public:private interaction has been “col-
lapsed out” and the ntp:public interaction is not strong. However, examining other 2-source 
models, we found that if public and private sources only are used, the estimated number of cases 
is 7196- a huge over-estimate, due to the strong negative interactions between these sources not 
being accounted for. As it is highly likely that dependencies will exist between data sources, we 
do not recommend the use of two-list CR models in applications to TB surveillance.
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Table 6.4: Model results 
Two-list model results are likely to be unreliable due to dependence between the two lists not being 
accounted for, although results are similar in this example.

Model 
#

Unobserved
Total size 
N (95% confidence 
interval)

Two-list models n00

Uncorrected (equation 2) 1 443 2423
Corrected (equation 3) 2 443 2423
Log-linear 3 443 2423 (2361 – 2493)
Three-list models n000

No interaction term 4 519 2500 (2429 – 2580)
Saturated 5 533 2512 (2223 – 3246)
ntp X public, public X private 6 473 2453 (2374 – 2545)
Model 6, cluster adjusted* 7 473 2453 (2184 – 3076)
Model 6, fully design adjusted* 8 460 2439 (2213 – 2888)

 *see next section

6.4.2 Adjusting for sampling

In Iraq 18 governorates were stratified by quartiles of notified TB rate, and two governorates 
randomly sampled from each strata. The cluster-level data is shown in Table 6.5. It is important 
to consider the effect of sampling on analyses: without accounting for the clustered sampling, 
one essentially assumes that simple random sampling was conducted at the individual level i.e., 
all individuals had an equal probability of being sampled, and the data are representative of the 
entire population. This is clearly not the case: large sections of the population were not sampled 
from (the non-sampled governorates) and there is no information on these parts of the popula-
tion in the data. Intuitively, one may see that there should therefore be more uncertainty in our 
estimates than those obtained above, and it can easily be shown that naïve analysis does indeed 
under-estimate standard errors if there are differences between clusters [36].

It is therefore recommended to adjust for the clustered sampling design. The adjustment will 
inflate standard errors from model coefficients, correctly accounting for the uncertainty in es-
timates. If there is inter-cluster variation, i.e. the populations across clusters are quite different, 
then this increase might be quite large. Conversely, the sampling for the Iraq data was stratified, 
and accounting for this may then reduce standard errors- at least in comparison with estimates 
obtained under basic cluster random sampling. The aim of stratification is to obtain similar 
clusters within each strata (low within-strata variation) and this will help to reduce uncertainty 
in the final estimates: the more similar clusters are within strata, the greater the improvement. 
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This reduction in standard errors will be correct (compared with the incorrect analysis, which 
just ignores the design), and the ratio of variance under stratified design vs. a simple random 
sample of clusters is the design effect.

These analyses may be carried out in R and are described in Lumley [37] and implemented in 
the R package survey [38].
 

Table 6.5: Cluster-level data, Iraq 
Data are displayed by strata with percentage of population sampled and number of governorates in 
strata; then by governorate, with population size.

NTP Public Private Freq NTP Public Private Freq

STRATA 1; pop. sampled=37.2%, #govs=4 STRATA 3; pop. sampled=84.1%, #govs=4

Basrah, population: 2609000 Baghdad, population: 7341000

1 1 1 8 1 1 1 5

1 1 0 50 1 1 0 61

1 0 1 79 1 0 1 93

0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0

1 0 0 70 1 0 0 534

0 1 0 11 0 1 0 55

0 0 1 7 0 0 1 118

0 0 0 0 0 0

Duhok, population: 985000 Sulaymania, population: 1703000

1 1 1 4 1 1 1 3

1 1 0 13 1 1 0 41

1 0 1 33 1 0 1 82

0 1 1 2 0 1 1 6

1 0 0 40 1 0 0 51

0 1 0 10 0 1 0 9

0 0 1 19 0 0 1 17

0 0 0 0 0 0

STRATA 2; pop. sampled=47.6%, #govs=4 STRATA 4; pop. sampled=31.7%, #govs=5

Misan, population: 1030000 Diwanyia, population: 1125000

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 3

1 1 0 22 1 1 0 12

1 0 1 7 1 0 1 85

0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0

1 0 0 27 1 0 0 70

0 1 0 10 0 1 0 2

0 0 1 10 0 0 1 11

0 0 0 0 0 0
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Najaf, population: 1216000 Wasit, population: 1156000

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 2

1 1 0 2 1 1 0 43

1 0 1 5 1 0 1 32

0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0

1 0 0 65 1 0 0 131

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 1 9 0 0 1 8

0 0 0 0 0 0

 
Firstly, we load the data into R and repeat the naïve analysis, without accounting for sampling 
design, to check that results are the same.

clu <- read.csv(“H:/WHO CRC/Iraq 2011 analyses/CRC_iraq_gov_R.csv”)

unadjs<- glm(n ~ ntp + priv + pub + ntp:pub + pub:priv, offset=log(pop), fami-

ly=poisson, data=clu)

summary(unadjs)

Call:

glm(formula = n ~ ntp + priv + pub + ntp:pub + pub:priv, family = poisson, 

    data = clu, offset = log(pop))

[OUTPUT OMITTED]

Coefficients:

             Estimate Std. Error  z value Pr(>|z|)    

(Intercept) -10.50007    0.09188 -114.286   <2e-16 ***

ntp           0.73738    0.08619    8.555   <2e-16 ***

priv         -0.86500    0.05845  -14.800   <2e-16 ***

pub          -1.57069    0.13403  -11.719   <2e-16 ***

ntp:pub       0.17520    0.14285    1.226     0.22    

priv:pub     -1.44637    0.18905   -7.651    2e-14 ***

---

 [OUTPUT OMITTED]

> ci <- confint(unadjs)

> missing = exp(coef(unadjs)[1])*17164779

> missing.low = exp(ci[1,1])*17164779

> missing.high = exp(ci[1,2])*17164779

> missing

(Intercept) 

    472.625 

> missing.low

[1] 394.0914

> missing.high

[1] 565.0447
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The estimated number of missing cases is identical, as are the model coefficients, apart from the 
intercept. The intercept changes as the log of the governorate population size has been incorpo-
rated as an offset to obtain per-person incidence rates from the model, and this is later rescaled 
by the total population size of the sampled governorates (~17 million). The reason for this is 
explained later.

Next, the cluster sampling is accounted for. We use the variable gc to identify sampling units 
(governorates), and incorporate a finite population correction (FPC), which is the proportion 
of the entire population sampled.

> library(survey)

> dclu1 <- svydesign(id=~gc, fpc=~totfracsamp, data=clu) 

> dfit1 <-svyglm(n ~ ntp + priv + pub + ntp:pub + pub:priv, offset=log(pop), fam-

ily=poisson, design=dclu1)

> summary(dfit1)

Call:

svyglm(n ~ ntp + priv + pub + ntp:pub + pub:priv, offset = log(pop), 

    family = poisson, design = dclu1)

Survey design:

svydesign(id = ~gc, fpc = ~totfracsamp, data = clu)

Coefficients:

            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   

(Intercept) -10.5001     0.4292 -24.465  0.00167 **

ntp           0.7374     0.3303   2.232  0.15526   

priv         -0.8650     0.2974  -2.909  0.10066   

pub          -1.5707     0.3644  -4.310  0.04985 * 

ntp:pub       0.1752     0.1652   1.060  0.40012   

priv:pub     -1.4464     0.1440 -10.047  0.00976 **

---

[OUTPUT OMITTED]

> ci <- confint(dfit1 )

> found = sum(dta$n)

> missing = exp(coef(dfit1)[1])*17164779

> missing.low = exp(ci[1,1])*17164779

> missing.high = exp(ci[1,2])*17164779

> missing

(Intercept) 

    472.625 

> missing.low

[1] 203.796

> missing.high

[1] 1096.068
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Model estimates are identical, but standard errors have increased dramatically and there is now 
substantial uncertainty in the estimated number of missing cases. This indicates that there is 
significant between-cluster variation, and results therefore reflect this. This may be improved 
upon by capitalising on the similarity of clusters within strata. Accounting for the stratified 
design, we then have:

> dclu2 <- svydesign(id = ~gc, strata=~stratum, weights=~ngov, fpc=~fracsamp, 

data=clu) 

> dfit2 <-svyglm(n ~ ntp + priv + pub + ntp:pub + pub:priv, offset=log(pop), fam-

ily=poisson, design=dclu2)

> 

> ci <- confint(dfit2 )

> missing = exp(coef(dfit2)[1])*17164779

> missing.low = exp(ci[1,1])*17164779

> missing.high = exp(ci[1,2])*17164779

> missing

(Intercept) 

     459.84 

> missing.low

[1] 232.8884

> missing.high

[1] 907.9579

The point estimate has now changed slightly as weights (the number of governorates per-strata) 
and stratum-specific FPCs  are included. The standard error has also been reduced compared 
with the previous analysis. The reduction is not great, indicating that there is still a fair amount 
of within-strata variation, but it is a marked improvement. Results from the analyses above are 
displayed in Table 6.4.
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6.5 Limitations

The limitations of CR studies in estimating TB incidence depend, as in any CR study, on the 
violation of the underlying assumptions. 

1. Violation of the perfect record-linkage assumption (i.e. no misclassification of records) 
depends on the availability of a unique identifier in all lists, or sufficient proxy identifiers 
(see Chapter 4).

2. CR studies based on sampling of geographical areas will fail to link records for the same 
cases in a neighbouring or other non-sampled area, resulting in misclassification of re-
cords. The problem is partly alleviated by sampling large geographical areas capturing a 
large proportion of a country’s providers. CR studies using complete lists covering the 
whole country are preferable but may not be practical for logistical and cost reasons.

3. Almost zero probability of being observed by any source. We can only estimate the size 
of a subpopulation that contains only observable individuals. For instance, if in a studied 
country, the vast majority of TB cases are diagnosed passively upon presentation with a 
certain set of symptoms (as opposed to through active screening), then we will not be able 
to estimate the number of asymptomatic TB cases or the number of cases with atypical 

Box 6.1: A note on offsets and model intercept

When analysing the governorate-level data, it is important to consider the scaling used 
for the log-linear model. Recall the basic (saturated) log-linear model:

log E(nijk ) = u + uA I (i = 1) + uB I (j = 1) + uC I (k = 1) + uAB I (i = j = 1) 
+ uAC I (i = k = 1) + uBC I (j = k = 1) + uABC I (i = j = k = 1)

Here the intercept, u, represents the (log) number of unobserved cases. In the governo-
rate level case, this will vary naturally across governorates based purely on the population 
size: larger governorates are likely to have higher numbers of TB, irrespective of the ac-
tual TB rate. Ignoring this will result in artificially high variation between governorates, 
and therefore standard errors; so the log population size must be included as an offset. 
The intercept then represents the per-person rate of unobserved TB in the population, 
which should be comparable between governorates. Results are then scaled by the total 
population size to obtain the required estimate of unobserved cases.
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symptoms for which there is no national recommendation to systematically prescribe TB 
investigations. Also, cases with no geographical access to care will not be accounted for. 

4. The closed population assumption (i.e. no immigration or emigration, no TB deaths and 
no new TB cases in the time period studied) is reasonable in countries with a well-organ-
ised TB programme, as the opportunities for notification, laboratory confirmation of the 
diagnosis, or hospitalisation, are determined within a relatively short period of time. In 
other settings, the assumptions may not be met.

5. The assumption of independence between the different TB registers (cases lists) is likely 
violated in most settings. The probability of being observed in one list is expected to be 
affected by being observed in another list, since TB services are often organised around 
close collaboration between clinicians, microbiologists and other public health profes-
sionals, such as TB physicians and nurses. Therefore, two-list CR models are not recom-
mended in the context of TB surveillance and at least three lists should be used. In order 
to avoid model fitting problems and very large standard errors, it is recommended that 
a minimum of 20–30 cases be common to any combination of two lists. Some countries 
may not have the possibility of generating three or more lists of cases with sufficient 
overlap between pairwise combinations, e.g. countries with no private providers of TB 
diagnostic and care services and complete coverage of public services by the National TB 
programme. In such countries, CR studies of TB incidence may not be appropriate.

6. Another more likely violation is that of the homogeneity assumption (i.e. the absence of 
subgroups in the population with markedly different probabilities of being observed and 
re-observed), e.g. age, sex, socio-economic status, location of disease and severity of the 
disease normally cause different probabilities of being observed in a list. 

7. Cases should be uniformly defined across all lists. Laboratory-confirmed TB cases have a 
positive culture for Mycobacterium tuberculosis. For other lists there is a risk of false-pos-
itive records, for example due to infection with Mycobacteria Other Than Tuberculosis, or 
a final diagnosis other than tuberculosis, which are not necessarily removed or corrected 
in hospital discharge codes. It is therefore important to critically assess diagnostic con-
firmation in all lists.
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